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FOREWORD
I am delighted to write a Preface to this issue of the Birmingham Journal of Literature and
Language, a journal run by doctoral researchers in the School of English, Drama and
American and Canadian Studies (familiarly known as EDACS). EDACS has the largest
community of postgraduates in the College of Arts and Law, and one of the largest in
the University, so it seems entirely fitting that this community should continue to
produce a vibrant, themed, annual journal. This year’s topic – identity – was the subject
of a postgraduate colloquium run under the auspices of the College of Arts and Law
Graduate School. As will be clear from the articles that follow, this rich subject matter
generated interest and contributions from across the University and beyond.
The articles collected here address identity in a number of different ways, but
central to all of them is the way that space and identity interconnect. The relationship
between identity and space, whether overt or implicit, ties together articles ranging in
chronology from the Middle Ages to the future, and in geography from North America
to the UK to Japan and out into space. Paul Taylor tackles utopias, dystopias and
science fiction using space almost as a metaphor for the identity of the characters he
considers. Mariko Nagase addresses the genesis of editing texts, and how the identity of
the editor infuses the way that the content shifts under editing: works written during the
so-called Classical age transcend space to inform, and be informed by, Renaissance
assumptions about themselves and the past. Shih Pei Chun examines what happens
when Shakespeare’s setting for King Lear is translated to medieval Japan, and assesses
the cultural changes that shifting the space of the play illuminates. In Alina Cleju’s essay,
women’s space is seen as inseparable from how the women Alina writes about (and the
authors who constructed those women) created their individual personas. And John
Hudson uncovers the allegory in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and then talks about how
he staged the play – how it was made to unfold across space – so that the audience could
‘see’ Shakespeare’s allegorical ploys.
This, then, is a rich collection of interdisciplinary essays about two-topics-in-one.
It provides a wonderful vehicle to showcase the talents of the doctoral researchers who
are central to the research activity in the University.
Leslie Brubaker
Director, the College of Arts and Law Graduate School
University of Birmingham
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GENERAL EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION

The starting point of this issue of The Birmingham Journal of Literature and Language was a
series of postgraduate events which centred on the topic of identity and narrative and
were organised either at the University of Birmingham or elsewhere in the UK in 2010.
Postgraduate students from the School of English, Drama, and American and Canadian
Studies at the University of Birmingham were involved in organising a conference on
explorations of identity from various perspectives in the humanities. Held in June 2010,
the College of Arts and Law Postgraduate Conference emphasised the importance of
research on identity within literary, translation, theatre and cultural studies as a mode of
communication, and also underlined how this research operates as a form of
understanding the world and different acceptations of both the self and of the text. The
present volume of the BJLL is therefore dedicated to uniting a series of scholarly
perspectives from a wide variety of fields in the humanities through the production of a
collection of articles, notes, and reviews. Similar to previous volumes of the BJLL, the
third also includes external contributions that draw upon research projects conducted by
doctoral students affiliated with other universities in the UK, Germany and Romania, in
an attempt to underline current postgraduate research on the topic not only within the
UK, but also internationally.
Indeed, a central issue in all the contributions to and discussions in this volume
was the question of how identity has been conceptualised, examined and re-defined,
especially as a result of how narratives, drama productions, aspects of material
production of texts and literary theory have re-visited the concept. Drawing upon
postgraduate research conducted in these fields, this issue is designed around a series of
articles that explore conceptualisations of identity in the processes of constructing
narratives, dramatic performances and productions, text editing, and translation. The
various approaches to these questions and to possible theoretical answers focus on the
aspects of biographical identity, the construction and interpretation of fictional worlds,
responses to textual and drama productions, and cultural adaptations of classic texts.
What all contributors highlight is that constructions of both self and text, including
transformations brought about by modern theories of space and time, are usually
integrated within particular narrative genres (such as autobiography, Buildungsroman,
and dystopia), and also related to current critical approaches to editing, publishing,
translation and adaptation strategies. Most articles present results of case studies that
shed new light on the relationship between text and the emotive and evaluative
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dimensions of identity construction. In addition, as underlined in the notes and book
reviews, notions of identity, text and space stand for extensive areas of intellectual
inquiry that have been researched in a variety of academic fields and from diverse
theoretical points of view. While other disciplines, such as psychology and philosophy,
have investigated human nature and claimed a particular competence for subject matters
such as memory, mind, and the self, countless literary theories have been addressing the
symbolic and linguistic nature of identity. The essays in this volume show that the focus
on identity, and its relationship to how it is imagined in literature and discussed in
criticism, is not only useful, but also productive for explorations of autobiography,
identity, memory and discourse.
Paul Taylor discusses critical approaches to the literary genre of utopia/dystopia,
its relationship with science fiction and how contemporary writers re-visit scientific
understandings of time and space, and how recent utopias and dystopias re-shape the
identity of the imagined worlds and fictional characters. In Alina Cleju’s exploration of
how contemporary women writers, via the created short stories, imagine the figure of
the artist and literary production short stories, it becomes apparent that there is a literary
tradition of contemporary North-American women writers who critique physical and
cultural spaces that accommodate or infringe upon creative processes. John Hudson
discusses the intertextual relationship between Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
and a series of allegorical metaphors in the Bible, which also affect the staging of the
play. Mariko Nagase’s essay examines editorial transformations which a classic text may
undergo and their impact upon how the text itself has been subsequently appropriated to
different literary traditions and related to conceptualisations of author, editor and text.
Shih Pei Chun critically discusses the adaptation of the original text of King Lear in Japan,
and the cultural implications of how the language itself and the setting of the play is
translated into medieval Japan. These articles are followed by reviews of recent fiction
and of books on Canadian film, representations of immigration to the Canadian prairie,
gender and children’s literature, and critical approaches to playwriting; and also by notes
that discuss and reflect upon current research on the issue of identity and related topics
within various academic environments within the UK. In addition to such diverse
contents, the present volume includes a Foreword by Professor Leslie Brubaker, who
plays a prominent role in the teaching of both undergraduate and postgraduate students,
and also, as the new Director of the College of Arts & Law Graduate School, has
consistently promoted postgraduate research within the College.
Cristina Ivanovici and Sarah Macmillan

THE BIRMINGHAM JOURNAL OF
LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE
SECTION I

ARTICLES
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THE HOPE(LESS) PRINCIPLE: A RE-APPRAISAL OF DYSTOPIAN
LITERATURE IN RELATION TO SCIENCE FICTION STUDIES
AND SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY
PAUL TAYLOR
For a start, Celeste and August‟s planet was not Earth: it was smaller, cuter, city-free and
unpopulated . . . Pollution there had never been known – and neither had war . . . but
these were the issue of desire and not orbit. This was their made place, and both within
it had always found a home. (Litt 24-5)

The protagonists of Toby Litt‟s Journey into Space (2009) inhabit a craft located halfway
between the now-dead Earth, and a new, unspecified planet. The two friends are fated
to live out the remainder of their lives in the wholly dystopian setting of their prison-like
home, replete with endless, featureless days, with the vessel‟s crew half-resigned to the
notion that they will never reach their destination. In opposition to the utopian
travelogue, all descriptions of the planet which they have abandoned are depicted
throughout in idealistic terms: here it is a dystopian nightmare they hurtle towards, not
leave behind. The community‟s collective imagination pivots between the duelling
points of hope and hopelessness. Interestingly, Litt‟s novel asserts itself as a science-fiction
experiment with overtly literary concerns whilst actually providing readers with an
insight into the core tenets of effective dystopian writing. Namely, that, if a work in this
genre is to succeed, it must pitch its tone somewhere along a line between nihilism, what
I nominate hopelessness, and possible redemption, referred to throughout this essay, as
hope. Indeed, a re-appraisal of some of the key aspects of the dystopian genre can help
readers to map critical pathways to science fiction studies and speculative philosophy,
which in their own ways have contributed to the genre.
It is helpful here to cite the work of Ernst Bloch at the outset of any discussion of
the relevance of science fiction studies to the realm of dystopian literature. Bloch‟s vast
and influential magnum opus, Das Prinzip Hoffnung (3 vols: 1954-1959), sets out his theory
on the Principle of Hope, whereby all worthwhile human activity is underpinned by socially
utopian elements: from daydreaming, as presented in Litt‟s novel, to the drafting and
implementation of alternative social and political systems. In his study, Science Fiction and
Utopia: A Historico-Philosophical Overview (2001), Carl Freedman chronicles Bloch‟s theory
and agrees with Bloch‟s claim that utopia is “always elsewhere, always escaping our
actual horizons [and] is in another and no less important sense, inscribed in the
innermost core of our being” (74). Here, one can decipher science fiction‟s open
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engagement with philosophy and the core tenets of utopian critical ideology, topics that
have long been the concern of a range of notable thinkers in this field, including the
aforementioned Ernst Bloch, Darko Suvin and, more recently, in the research of
Krishan Kumar, Fredric Jameson and Tom Moylan. As such, these influential theorists
are referenced throughout this paper, my chief claim being that dystopian fiction
constitutes a major contributor to the canon of utopian literature, these “nowhere
places” (Carey 1999) acting as convincing depictions of future realities that possess
positive and negative attributes, thus evoking the inter-relatable emotions of hope and
hopelessness among their readers, often in equal measure.
1. Cognitive Estrangement
The study of science fiction altered dramatically with the publication of Darko Suvin‟s
Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre (1979). Suvin‟s
seminal work forges connections between the hitherto populist genre of science fiction
and a more established utopian tradition in literature that pre-dates Thomas More, even
reaching as far back as Plato‟s meditations in The Republic (c. 380 BCE). Suvin considers
the magnitude of Bloch‟s achievement as academic and theorist, advocating Bloch‟s
Principle of Hope as integral to the functioning and evolution of the human psyche and
proclaiming that Bloch‟s attempt to define utopian ideologies in a modern literary
context has “re-interpreted utopia as being any overstepping of the boundaries given to
man, hence a quality inherent in all creative thought and action” (Suvin 39). Suvin
indicates Bloch‟s Principle as a novum device, a necessary ingredient in the creation of
progressive or revolutionary literature, and defines it as “a radical change of a whole
world,” necessarily implemented to “estrange the empirical world of the implied reader”
(Suvin 64). Here, the novum supplies the writer of utopian fiction with an incendiary idea
that helps shape an entire universe whilst allowing the author, in the words of Edward
James, to set the “fiction apart from the perceived world” (James 30). Yet, for Suvin,
the novum foreshadows the appearance of a far more formal device, that of cognitive
estrangement – that moment when readers reach the understanding that the fictive interior
of the novel differs from their own in some way, an effect usually brought about by
scientific extrapolation. For Suvin, the cognitive elements of science fiction such as plot,
characterisation and setting co-determine the manner of cognitive estrangement in the reader
and provide “a shocking and distancing mirror above the all too familiar reality” (Suvin
54). Of course, Suvin‟s examination of Bertolt Brecht‟s dramaturgy in Uvod u Brechta
(1970) offers succinct deliberations on the purpose of cognitive estrangement in science-
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fiction literature. For Suvin, Brecht‟s approach to exploring the divide between audience
and content share many commonalities with science fiction, albeit Brecht consciously
established alienation in order for his audiences to remain critically aware, whereas any
estrangement that takes place within the reader of science fiction usually occurs
naturally. However, Keith Booker is keen to indicate that many dystopian literary worlds
diverge from what we know as science fiction in their “specificity of [its] attention to
social and political critique” (Booker 19). Indeed, a significant proportion of these
dystopian worlds are founded on what I would consider to be the hopeless principle,
whereby a novel‟s characters exhibit an extreme form of nihilism amongst settings
presented as post-revolution. The great early-twentieth-century anti-utopian narratives
by George Orwell, Aldous Huxley and Yevgeny Zamyatin lend further credence to
Booker‟s theory, as do the more recent dystopias of Margaret Atwood, for example. All
these writers execute political critiques of topical subjects ranging from the dangers of
totalitarianism to the ethical implications of genetic cloning, with many of them wholly,
or in part, adhering to Suvin‟s theory that by imagining these “strange worlds we come
to see our own conditions of life in a new and potentially revolutionary perspective”
(Parrinder 2). From this angle, science fiction and dystopian narratives become critiques
of the wider world and converge at the point where authors of such literatures strive to
highlight deficiencies in contemporary western ideology, rather than provide a solution
to the problems chronicled within the formal frameworks of their fictions. Of course,
this form of projection proves useful in its own way, in that the dystopian novel helps
readers map possible outcomes for the species as a whole if existing trends continue
unabated or go unchallenged. Tom Moylan outlines Suvin‟s monumental achievement
in relation to dystopian studies, in his essay “Look into the Dark: On Dystopia and the
Novum,” in which he addresses Suvin‟s shortcomings on viewing dystopian fiction as
“satire one time, as anti-utopia another, and in yet another as a correlate form of science
fiction” (62).
Of course, authors of both science fiction and dystopian literatures have to be
mindful that the worlds they create do not produce total cognitive estrangement, which
would present the reader with an “insurmountable, epistemological problem” (Myers
xv). In this scenario, the reader might fail to recognise and relate to the imagined world
and the issues being presented. Myers argues that the reader must still be able to relate
cognitively to what is “alien” (xv), if the act of estrangement is to serve its purpose in
providing the reader with a critique of what is fundamentally a fixed, knowable reality
outside of the literary world under scrutiny. Total cognitive estrangement in dystopian
literature directly engages the reader in that if the critique being presented bears no
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particular relation to the world beyond the confines of the novel, then a moral or
political message may be overlooked. If we are unable to discern the source material as a
reality each of us can relate to on intellectual and emotional levels, then we are less likely
to register the overt, as well as the subtle connections between our time period and those
versions of the future being explored by writers. This is one of the crucial dimensions of
dystopian literature. It wholly relies on a writer‟s ability to use a contemporary issue to
model a nightmare vision of the future and to trace mankind‟s descent into the bleak
terrain of hopelessness that is often a natural product of fear: fear of technological
progress; of natural and man-made catastrophes; or even of man‟s place in a post-human
society.
2. Speculative Philosophy
Interestingly, dystopian literature owes as much to the field of speculative philosophy as
it does to science fiction studies. In “Philosophy and Science Fiction,” Philip A.
Pecorino (1983) considers cognitive estrangement in terms of its function in philosophyoriented science fiction studies. In his words, “speculative philosophy . . . is an attempt
to formulate a worldview that is consistent with both science and human experience”
(9). I would argue that dystopian fiction also adheres to similar principles in so far as it
constitutes a valid attempt to define a mode of knowable reality. It exists presently and
it may be construed in near or distant future time. Literary dystopias have long been
concerned with the role that science and technology might play as contributory
influences in the development of literary novums. In P.D. James‟ The Children of Men
(1992), science fails to rescue mankind from extinction. James‟ attitude towards the
redundancy of science is made explicit in the text‟s opening pages: “The discovery in July
1994 that even the frozen sperm stored for experiment and artificial insemination had
lost its potency was a peculiar horror” (9). Of course, 1994 came and went without any
real consequence for Earth‟s human population, save for its continued expansion, and
this particular literary dystopia remains in the realm of purely speculative philosophy, the
author asking readers to engage with her text despite the fact that its nightmare scenario
failed to materialise at a specified time. In addition, Pecorino successfully traces the
development of both science fiction and the field of philosophy to a time “when
evolution became a viable theory, [when] men could no longer believe a humankind,
created by God at a given instant in time, would always remain the same, and the
floodgates of speculation on past and future evolutions flow[ed] open” (12). Equal to
imaginary science fiction landscapes, many literary dystopias are rife with speculations on
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humankind‟s handling of actual, as well as imminent crises. Variants of spiritual belief
and their figureheads are rallied against, abandoned, rejoined and resurrected, whilst a
vast array of meditations on the meaning of faith and the eternally unknowable, effectively
supplant the ailing society‟s over-reliance on the false-gods of science and life-enhancing
technologies. Does it necessarily always follow then that out of existential hopelessness,
there emerges some form of spiritual hope?
In her enlightening essay “Science Fiction and Emerging Values,” Alexandra
Aldridge offers a number of insightful comments on the complex relationship between
mankind and science presented in science fiction literature. She draws attention to Mary
Shelley‟s Frankenstein (1818) as a singularly important text in the history of science
fiction: “Throughout the course of the novel, Shelley criticises the scientific world view
for its lack of responsibility and absence of human-centred values” (18).1 I would go so
far as to assert that Shelley‟s novel is equally a pioneering dystopian fiction and science
fiction, in that it presents a terrifying nowhere place of possibilities, centred on decidedly
hopeless principles. There can be no physical and emotional release for Victor and his
misshapen progeny until their mutual destruction at the novel‟s conclusion. Here, a
speculative imagination crafts a realistic representation of an alternative Geneva,
whereby various levels of authority have colluded to establish a morality that allows
doctors such as Victor to practise and even flourish. This new yet familiar world is set
up in opposition to the one inhabited by Shelley and her contemporaries, but “verbally
existent” all the same, and allows the author to “inquire thematically about the nature of
humankind” (72). Shelley‟s warning to all of science that blind progress incurs penalties,
gains its incendiary power from the very fact that, in Shelley‟s time, re-animation was still
mere speculation rather than achievable. Still, it seems that Shelley may have established
a mode of expression which many authors have subsequently adopted across the last
two centuries of dystopian writing. Thus, on analysing a range of subtly transformed
representational settings, readers are being asked to critically assess the accuracy of the
representation of each society in relation to their own memory of history. Additionally,
these literary dystopias invite readers to test their ability to project themselves into future
instances of believable, though unquantifiable, fictive experiences. Here then is the
essence of any philosophical rumination on the tensions existing between the duelling
figures of hope and hopelessness, whereby literary dystopias require readers not only to
hypothesise on mankind‟s handling of extinction-event scenarios, but also to measure
their own worth in relation to the often amoral behaviour of characters occupying the
bleak landscape of each novel‟s interior.
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Yet, the dystopian novel‟s pre-occupations with the hopeless nature of human
potential could also be considered a cathartic act, and a wholly philosophical one at that:
the folly and eventual demise of humankind, a recurring novum employed by writers of
dystopian literature, wilfully forces readers to contemplate not only their place in this
newly altered terrain, but also to appreciate the fragile nature of existence, particularly in
counting ourselves among the multitudes of corpses, if not among the surviving few.
What then is the current position of dystopian literature?
3. Contemporary Dystopian Literature
Science fiction studies are thriving precisely because the discipline affords scholars the
opportunity to examine the effects of estranging creative acts alongside a world of actual
science that seems daily to progress beyond the boundaries of socially acceptable
behaviour, providing almost as many potential novums for its producers as it does
headlines for newspaper stands. One might here consider the recent furore over the
particle accelerator experiments currently being carried out in Geneva, ironically the
setting of Mary Shelley‟s Frankenstein. Yet, attempting to assess the possibilities open to
writers of dystopian fiction proves slightly more problematic. In a recent article entitled
“Visions of a Perfect World” (2008), Debra Trione sketches a grim future for the
utopian movement as a whole. As she stresses, “the recent past contains the most
malevolent efforts . . . to manufacture ideal societies at any cost” (10). Trione remarks
on a common theme running throughout recent history and utopian studies as a
collective: namely, for any truly democratic – particularly socialist – society to flourish,
the cult of the individual must be relegated to second place to benefit the greater, wider
community. A large proportion of the noteworthy politically and socially oriented
utopian experiments of the twentieth century, particularly in communist countries, were
deeply flawed and short-lived. In turn, they provided a number of anti-utopian writers
such as George Orwell and Yevgeny Zamyatin with enough material to offer damning
critiques of such ideologies. In a collection of insightful essays The Philosophy of Utopia
(2001), editor Barbara Goodwin collates a wide range of critical commentaries on the
development and propagation of utopian sentiment in the West, and, in her
introduction, she highlights an important concern for the field as a whole. Goodwin
argues that “[t]he central debate about utopianism in the second half of the twentieth
century concerned the relationship of utopian thinking to totalitarian practice,” and yet
goes on to claim that “in a period which has many dystopian features, scholarly and
popular interest in projects for a better world and for the good of society is alive and
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well” (1-2). Indeed, if contemporary society has begun to mirror some of the dystopian
visions set out by Orwell and his contemporaries, then it should perhaps come as no
surprise that science fiction has come to flourish as a genre. If we consider our daily
lives as merely existing within the parameters of a hopeless dystopian nightmare, including
the state‟s surveillance of its citizens, then utopian flights of escape to new and
unfettered regions of space are bound to be produced and consumed with due
eagerness. Of course, cognitive estrangements detailed in science fiction, in both
television shows and in popular fiction, are constructed on utopian principles of
progress and of passing beyond the existing frontiers of scientific and technological
knowledge, as canonically exemplified by Sir Francis Bacon in The New Atlantis (1626).
Here, Salomon‟s House within the interior of the island of Bensalem, in which science‟s
conquering of nature is done for the betterment of society, is regarded as a fully realised
utopian construct.
Tom Moylan, a leading author and critic in the field of utopian literary studies and
its many sub-divisions, offers a number of interesting ideas in his far-reaching study on
the current state of the genre: Scraps of the Untainted Sky: Science Fiction, Utopia, Dystopia
(2000). He re-visits and re-evaluates the work of both Bloch and Suvin, insightfully
relating the latter‟s theory to literary dystopias and concluding that in this genre
estrangement “is at first forestalled by the immediacy, the normality of the location”
(148). Moylan, like Suvin and Bloch before him, identifies those methods open to
writers for constructing meaningful novums for their readers, arguing that readers are not
passive at all within the framework of dystopian fiction. Also, for Moylan, critical
analysis of the novum operates through an established motif of the genre, that of the
“alienated protagonist” who, along with its readers, engages in developing an awareness
of their surroundings until they eventually are able to recognise “the situation for what it
really is” (xiii). Moylan also categorises dystopian fiction in terms of its propensity to
carry messages of hope, whilst containing plots driven by a sense of hopelessness. He writes
“in some form, a utopian horizon, or at the very least a scrap of hope, appears within the
militant dystopia” (xiii). Here, Moylan develops a theory which he had published in a
shorter essay, “Look into the Dark: on Dystopia and the Novum” (2001) in which he
charts the postmodern dystopian writer‟s capacity to “reconcile the principle of hope
and the principle of reality by leaving formal closures cognitively open-ended” (65).
This aspect of Moylan‟s theory alone deserves further extensive critical study. Suffice it
to say here that there is an abundance of literary dystopias containing symbols of hope in
their final pages, usually in the form of open endings that allow writers to underline
those explicit connections between dystopian and utopian genres, each denouement
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made all the more powerful for its inclusion against a dark backdrop of misery. For
instance, in Cormac McCarthy‟s The Road (2006) the boy is taken into the care of a
family which, we might safely assume, will adopt him as one of their own and attempt to
nurture him to full adulthood. Like many literary critics in his field, Moylan calls for the
establishment of a formal critical framework for studying the dystopian narrative in
order to “enable a better understanding of its textual mechanics and socio-political
potential” (Scraps of the Untainted Sky, 148): something which the discipline of science
fiction studies has enjoyed since the appearance of Suvin‟s incendiary set of papers
published some three decades ago.
What then are the pointers to the current state of a dystopian literary sensibility in
literature? Critic Krishan Kumar claims the dystopian novel “has retreated to private
worlds” and “like contemporary science fiction, it is more interested in the „inner space‟
of the mind and the emotions than in the outer world of society and politics” (421).
However, I would add that, by centring narratives on the subjective and personal, a
writer can willfully encourage readers to consider the ethical and moral aspects of this
newly constructed universe from an individual standpoint, the act of cognitive estrangement
engaging the reader‟s emotions first, but with an equally powerful political message
underpinning its novum. It remains to be seen though if this fragmentation, or
“narrowing of focus” (422), as Kumar formulates it, is the reason why the present
literary landscape abounds in examples of the genre, but seems bereft of narratives to
rival the great anti-utopian texts that were published in the first half of the twentieth
century. Of course, it could be argued that hopelessness merely requires hope to help frame
its dark-centred tones. In the meantime, the reader appears stranded, like the two
protagonists of Litt‟s Journey into Space, quoted at the outset of this essay, floating
between two points of gravity; and also groundless and lacking true meaning, like the
vacuous nowhere which they have been forced to regard as home.
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Notes
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Frankenstein (1818) and The Last Man (1826) have constituted inter-textual counterparts in Never Let Me
Go (2005) by Kazuo Ishiguro and Oryx and Crake (2003) by Margaret Atwood, respectively.
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THE CONCEPT AND PRACTICE OF EDITING IN THE LATE
RENAISSANCE: THE LABOURS OF HUMANIST SCHOLARS
AND THE REBIRTH OF THE CLASSICAL TEXT
MARIKO NAGASE
It was not until the late-eighteenth century that the English verb “edit” started to be
used in its modern sense. But scholarly editing has a long history going back to the
third-century BCE when literary studies began to be undertaken at the Museum in
Alexandria (Reynolds and Wilson 5-16). After eighteen centuries of accumulated textual
scholarship, the enhanced interest in antiquities, especially in the restoration of classical
texts in the Renaissance, in conjunction with the surging tide of humanism, encouraged
scholars such as Johann Amerbach (d. 1513) and Desiderius Erasmus (d. 1536) to
channel their efforts into establishing the theory of textual criticism. In this essay, I
discuss how humanist scholars embraced the concept of textual editing and put it into
practice half a century after the invention of the printing press. Sonia Massai has
directly addressed their editorial achievements in her Shakespeare and the Rise of the Editor
(41-68), but here I localise discussion on humanist scholars’ conceptualisation of editing.
This will be brought to light by an investigation into the origin of the modern English
term “edit” and the editorial terminology employed by Erasmian scholars.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the verb “edit” came into use in the
modern sense after the role of “editor” had been firmly established.1 The modern sense
of the verb “edit” in the OED is defined as “to prepare an edition of (a literary work or
works by an earlier author),” and “to prepare, set in order for publication (literary
material which is wholly or in part the work of others).” The word “prepare” refers to
the collective procedures which include various practices for perfecting the text for
publication. In the introduction to his edition of Richard III in the Oxford series, John
Jowett describes the “editing” of early-modern English drama as a series of practices
which entail “establishing the most authoritative source text” and “making certain kinds
of alteration to the text on the basis that this document, from the viewpoint of the
modern reader, is obfuscatory, misleading, or wrong” (127). These “alterations include
correction of error, modernization of Elizabethan spelling, stabilization of stage
directions, and so on” (Jowett 127).2 Each of the editorial practices described by Jowett
can be generally categorised as and roughly called “editing,” but the term “editing” itself
cannot be defined by only one of those subdivided tasks.
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According to Anthony Grafton, the subdivided tasks comprehended in the
modern term “editing” had already been conceptualised as the editorial principles by
Politian in the fifteenth century, the latter being developed by the school of Italian
textual critics led by Pier Verroti. Their editorial principles prescribed the establishment
of an archetype from which all the extant manuscripts of a work derived, the collation
of textual variants, and their recording in an edition (Grafton 162). The ideal process
of preparing an edition of the classical text formulated by Italian scholars is equated
with the modern sense of the term “editing.” However, a term having the same
meaning as that by which we designate modern editorial practices collectively did not
exist in the early-modern period or, more broadly, in the Renaissance.
The English word “edit” is derived from the Latin verb edere, which means “to
give out,” hence “to publish” and “to give birth or produce.” 3 The correspondence
between the two concepts, “to publish” and “to give birth,” is recognised in The
Correspondence of Erasmus. An image of new birth is employed when Erasmus describes
the preparation or publication of his edition of St Jerome’s Opera Omnia. Some
examples are given in a letter in which Erasmus makes a petition in 1515 for permission
to use Domenico Grimani’s library to accomplish his editorial works. He describes his
editorial tasks as exhausting as they almost killed him while Jerome was given “a new
life” (Correspondence of Erasmus 97).4 In Allen’s Latin edition of Erasmus’s letters, the text
appears as “Mihi certe tantum hic laboris exhaustum est vt parum abfuerit quin ipse
immorerer, dum studeo vt ille renascatur” (Opus Epistolarum 77).5 The Latin verb renascore,
which means “to be born again,” is the term which Erasmus uses most frequently in
order to describe either the preparation of his editorial works for publication or their
publication itself. When he describes his editorial labour as the focal point of the
narrative of St Jerome’s resurrection, Erasmus regards the rebirth of the works of
Jerome as something brought about by the practice of editing. He repeatedly
emphasises that he had risked his life to restore the works of Jerome. R.A.B. Mynors
and S.F.S. Thomson translate his words into: “I have borne in this such a burden of toil
that one could almost say I had killed myself in my efforts to give Jerome a new lease of
life” (Erasmus 108).6 In the original Latin, the last part of the text appears as “sedulo
adnitor ut Hieronymus renascatur” (Opus Epistolarum 89), the literal translation of which
can be rendered as “I struggle hard so that Jerome will be reborn.” While Mynors and
Thomson’s translation emphasises Erasmus’s consciousness of his editorial initiative to
give rebirth to the works of Jerome,7 Erasmus himself seems to have considered the
restoration of the ancient text as a spontaneous phenomenon produced by his selfless
act of editing. These descriptions of Erasmus’s editorial labour as bringing the ancient
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text back to life confirm that the act of editing was equated with the restoration of the
classics.
The restoration of the classics, however, was not to be completed over the desk
of the editor. Erasmus finds the rebirth of Jerome’s works in both the printing and the
publication of the text. He writes, “a great printing shop is now in full activity; St
Jerome is printing (or rather, being reborn) in most elegant type” (Erasmus 97).8 The
Latin word translated as “printing” is excuditur which means “to be moulded.” Therefore,
what Erasmus compared to the rebirth of Jerome is the process in which the text was
given a new shape of type. In the same letter, he also writes that by preparing the works
of St Jerome he aims to “see the whole of St Jerome virtually reborn” (Erasmus 96).
Again, “reborn” is translated from renasceretur, an inflection of renascore,9 but here the
“rebirth” of Jerome’s works is presented as the purpose of editing. Thus, Erasmus’s
editing of the classical text always presupposes both its printing and its publication.
When he states, “I had long been working . . . towards this one purpose, that we might
see the whole of St Jerome virtually reborn” (Erasmus 96), he envisages the complete
works of Jerome being published. Erasmus’s purpose of editing, which he described in
the above-mentioned letter, is the publication of his editorial works. Consequently,
Erasmus finds the rebirth of St Jerome in the publication of his edition. In another
letter, he describes the publication of his own work as its “birth.” When his compilation
of adages with his commentary saw the third edition in 1515, Erasmus wrote, “My
Adagia . . . is now coming to birth for the third time” (Erasmus 47). Here the word
nascitur, which means simply “to be born,” is used to refer to publication of the work
(Opus Epistolarum 36). Thus, the term renascore was used metaphorically to refer to the
phenomenon of publication as if the ancient works had been reborn and brought into
the world. In addition, it connoted the restoration of the original text, which was
believed to be made possible by editing.
The Latin verb which Erasmus and his contemporaries usually use to refer to the
act of publication is edere. With reference to the publication of his third edition of
Adagia, Erasmus writes, “I have published, besides many other things, a corrected edition
of my Chiliades” (Erasmus 98), which appears in Latin as “Edidimus praeter alia permulta
Chiliadum opus a nobis emendatum” (Opus Epistolarum 78).10 “Edidimus” is first-person
plural in the perfect tense of edere, and literally means “we have published.” In most
cases edere is used to refer to the plain fact of publication, that is, the act of sending a
literary work into the world. But, in one case, interestingly, Erasmus uses this term to
imply that publication must ensue from editing and printing. Describing the publication
of his edition of the New Testament, he writes, “The New Testament has been rushed
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into print rather than published” (Erasmus 273), which is translated from the Latin text,
“Novum Testamentum praecipitatum est verius quam aeditum” (Opus Epistolarum 226).
This indicates that the New Testament was thrown into press without having received
proper care. In this context, “aeditum,” a passive perfect participle of edere connotes an
“editorial” process precedent to printing. Thus, it can be said that the act of edere entails
“editing” followed by publication. This assertion can be supported by Bruce Metzger’s
translation of the phrase concerned into “precipitated rather than edited” in his The Text
of the New Testament (99).
Mynors and Thomson, the translators of Erasmus’s correspondence, unify the
translation of edere into “publish” and never use the modern term “edit,” whereas
Barbara Halporn, who translates the correspondence of Johann Amerbach,
unconventionally employs “edit” to translate edere. Amerbach was a humanist printer
who had started the project of publication of the works of St Jerome before Erasmus
arrived in Basel. In a letter of 1492, Johan Heynlin, who taught Amerbach at Paris,
encourages him (meaning Amerbach) by saying that book makers should stand in higher
esteem than the highly praised manufacturers of weapons. Heynlin refers to those who
produce books salutary to the Christian faith as “qui libros Christianae religioni utiles
atque necessarios edunt, component, scribunt uel imprimunt” (Amerbachkorrezpondenz 31).
The four verbs employed by Heynlin, “edunt, component, scribunt uel imprimunt” refer
to a series of book production processes. Traditionally, edere should be translated as
“publish.” However, Barbara Halporn (2000) translates the phrase starting from “qui”
as “those who edit, compose, copy, or print the books necessary and useful to the
Christian faith” (311). Why does she use the modern English term “edit” even though
the Latin counterpart of the modern sense of “edit” did not exist in a strict sense in the
Renaissance?11 The answer to this question will emerge from an investigation into how
the meanings of the four verbs “edunt,” “component,” “scribunt,” and “imprimunt”
refer to book production practices. For this purpose, a clear understanding of Heynlin’s
letter’s main purport will help to elucidate what he means by each word. From the
beginning to the end of this letter, Heynlin discusses the nature and mission of the
printer, and praises the thorough editorial care given to the books printed by Amerbach.
Referring to the circumstances behind the publication of the works of St Ambrose, he
writes:
By your industry you have succeeded in bringing together exemplars of almost all of
his books gathered from far distant places. Because your characteristic integrity allows
you to let nothing leave your hands that is not scrupulously emended, organized,
polished, and worked out, you now ask me to see to it that those exemplars, which
individually are written without break and without any divisions placed between, are
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divided into chapters and prefaced with summaries for each book and chapter. In this
way their ideas and purpose may be explained and thus they may become less difficult
and more intelligible to the reader. (Halporn 313)12

Evidently Heynlin’s subject dwells on the work of the consortium of book producers,
composed of editors and printers who prepare the ancient works for publication.
Without this context, one might take the sense of “component” as the act of authorship,
that is, “to compose” one’s own literary work. Here, however, the word “component”
denominates a practice in the editorial process. In terms of the editorial process of the
ancient text, componere means the acts of collecting scattered fragments of exemplars and
of bringing them together into a whole in right order. In the quoted passage of
Heynlin’s letter, Amerbach is said to have collected the fragments of exemplars of St
Ambrose’s works and joined them systematically to compose a complete edition. The
tasks of inserting a space between words, dividing the mass of writing into chapters, and
of adding prefaced summaries also shape the practice of componere. It can be said that
componere refers to the act of joining the fragments of the ancient writings and conferring
a structure upon them.
After “component,” Heynlin moves on to the next stage of book production.
Both “scribunt” and “imprimunt” refer to a form of publication. Scribere, following
editorial operations, is the duplicating process by the hands of scribes. Imprimere means
“to print.” However, early printers called themselves “scribes,” since they conceptualised
themselves as the successors of scriptor or scriba, whose profession was to duplicate the
text to produce books (Hirsch 19). The juxtaposition of the two words “scribunt” and
“imprimunt” in Heynlin’s letter highlights the coexistence of scribal publication and
print publication, and his respect for the predecessor of the printer. Here, the problem
of the translation of the word edere invites further consideration. Since Heynlin refers to
the two forms of publication by “scribunt” and “imprimunt,” he must have implied
more meaning by the word “edunt” than the simple act of publication. Furthermore, if
Heynlin intentionally listed the four verbs in the order of their appearance, he might also
have understood by edere an editorial concept or another editorial procedure which
cannot be described by the word “componere.” As stated above, the act of edere entails
the practice of editing, followed by publication. It also presupposes the restoration of
ancient works which was thought to be realised by editorial labour. Halporn employs
the English word “edit” to translate “edunt,” probably with the purpose of expressing
the idea concerning restoration of classical texts, which the modern sense of the word
“publish” does not convey. Thus, it seems safe to conclude from the above that edere can
refer to the idea of restoring classical texts, or in another word, renascore.
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To restore classical texts meant to bring them back to their original form.
Erasmus was convinced that his editorial procedures could restore the works of Jerome
to their original condition. However, despite his confidence, the manuscripts he collated
and corrected were later scribal copies and therefore left no vestige of the texts
produced by Jerome himself. Erasmus’s method of reconstructing the original was
“either to conjecture from corruptions of different kinds what the author wrote, or
guess the original reading on the basis of such fragments and vestiges of the shapes of
the script as may survive” (Erasmus 261). Erasmus surmises that incapable scribes
omitted from their transcripts the passages that they could not read or understand and
interpolated text, which has made it impossible to separate the authorial text from the
scribal contamination (Erasmus 260). The errors appearing in the scribal manuscripts
were to be corrected only by experts with a wide range of functional vocabulary in
Greek. With their proficiency in ancient languages, the editors of Jerome’s Opera omnia
tried to reconstruct the originally intended meaning of the text from the “vestiges of the
shapes of the script” which must have been at some remove from the first recorded text
(Erasmus 261). The actual editorial practices on the works of Jerome involved the
challenging task of extracting authorial intention embedded in the scribal errors.
According to Henri-Jean Martin, in most cases Jerome did not write his works but
dictated to scriveners (111). It seems reasonable to argue that the authorial text existed
primarily when it was spoken by the author and recorded by a scribe, whilst bearing in
mind that the author’s spoken words were not always recorded correctly by his scribe.
As mentioned above, the exemplars which had come to Erasmus’s hand did not retain
Jerome’s original text, but rather survived as “not so much corrupted as virtually
destroyed and defaced” because of the abuse of the text by illiterate scribes (Erasmus
260). Further, Erasmus states that he considered amending the works of Jerome, due to
“this insufferable ill-treatment of so eminent a doctor of the church” (Erasmus 260).
One persuasive argument might be that Erasmus’s editorial labours were motivated by
the absence of the exemplars retaining the author’s “original” text. Even so, there seems
to be a discrepancy between Erasmus’s awareness that Jerome’s original words had never
been written in his own hand and his professed efforts to restore the original; for it was
impossible to bring back the original text which had been lost to documentation. What
came to his hand was the most corrupt text, at the opposite pole to the idealised original.
Despite this fact, as Erasmus himself acknowledges, it was the corrupt text which
provoked him to think about the author’s original, which must have been free from
scribal errors. Behind “the vestiges of the shapes of the script as may survive” he
assumes the perfect text composed in Jerome’s mind (Erasmus 261). In order to realise
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his ideal, Erasmus had to start reconstructing the works of Jerome by removing the
errors of the exemplars.
In fact, the terms which humanist scholars most frequently employed to refer to
one of the procedures of preparing an edition describe the correction process of textual
errors: they are either derivatives or etymologies of the verbs emendare, castigare, repurgare,
and corrigere. As indicated by the apparent meaning of emendare, all four words
presuppose the existence of errors when used in reference to the editorial process. The
word emendare consists of ex, meaning “out of,” and mendum, meaning “an error,” hence
emendare refers to the act of getting rid of errors. Castigare, meaning “to correct,” is
derived from the adjective castus which connotes “morally pure,” “unpolluted” and
“spotless.” Repurgare is formed by two parts: re signifies in trope “a restoration of a
thing to its original condition,” and purgare means “to clean” and “to purify.” Therefore,
repurgare stands for “cleaning,” and hence removing something “for the sake of
cleaning.” Corrigere, meaning “to correct,” is composed of conr, which derives from
“cum,” signifying “to bring together,” and of regere, which denotes “to keep from going
wrong” (Lewis and Short’s Latin-English Lexicon). In a letter written in about September
1514, Maarten van Dorp, professional editor, theologian and humanist scholar at the
University of Louvain, admires Erasmus’s emendation of Jerome’s letters.13 He writes,
“I hear you have purged (repurgasse) St Jerome’s letters of the errors (mendis) in which
they abounded hitherto, killed off (iugulasse) the spurious pieces (adulteria) with your
critical dagger (obelis), and thrown light (elucidasse) upon the dark places (obscura)”
(Erasmus 21; Opus Epistolarum 14). Iugulare means “to cut the throat” and hence “to kill.”
Here, Dorp describes Erasmus’s editorial labours through the metaphor of eliminating
evils to represent the process of correcting textual errors. Erasmus’s description of his
editorial tasks also starts and ends with his efforts to amend the text so that it will make
sense to the reader, and to annotate those complex passages “which [bring] even the
erudite reader to a stop” (Erasmus 108). The documented concept and practices of
scholarly editing in the Renaissance bring to light the fact that editorial correction was
regarded as restoring the text’s original meaning, while scribal errors were considered as
depriving the text of its sense.
Although a term equivalent with the modern English term “edit” did not exist in
a strict sense in early-modern Europe, the concept and practice of editing had been fully
established among humanist scholars in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries.
“Edere,” the origin of the English term “edit,” carried the connotations of
“publication” and “rebirth,” and “componere” entailed collation of textual variants
across exemplars and a subsequent editorial process of uniting the fragments of the
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ancient writings into a readable text. The encounter with variant texts of the classical
works encouraged the textual scholars to conceive the notion of a single archetype. The
editor’s pursuit of authorial intention was motivated by the absence of the exemplars
preserving the author’s original text. The author’s original text was considered the only
possible perfect form of textual transmission and therefore the editor’s point of
reference. Restoration of authorial intention could be realised by correction of scribal
errors, even though that textual correction rested on arbitrary standards, as represented
by Erasmus’s conjecture from the corrupt text. The editorial labours of humanist
scholars in pursuit of authorial intention gave rebirth to classical works both in the
reconstruction of the meaning of the texts and in their ensuing publication.
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Notes
1

The date of the earliest citation of the noun “editor” in the sense of “one who prepares the literary
work of another person, or number of persons for publication, by selecting, revising, and arranging the
material” in the OED is 1712. The OED shows that by 1793 the verb “edit” came to mean “to prepare
an edition of (a literary work or works by an earlier author)” or “to prepare, set in order for publication
(literary material which is wholly or in part the work of others).”
2
I quote Jowett’s particularly apt description of the collective procedures of editing given in his Oxford
edition of Richard III. For his exhaustive discussion of editing of Shakespeare, see Jowett, Shakespeare
and Text, 93-157.
3
Italics are used to indicate the Latin terms, which are being addressed.
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Further references to this edition will be made by its short-title form, Erasmus.
My emphasis.
6
The original Latin text appears as “Tantum hic laboris exantlatum est, vt parum abfuerit quin
meipsum enecarim, dum sedulo adnitor vt Hieronymus renascatur” (Opus Epistolarum 89).
7
For discussion of Erasmus’s proprietary editorship and production of “true meaning,” see Massai, 459.
8
“Feruet ingens officina, excuditur elegantissimis formulis diuus Hieronymus, imo renascitur” (Opus
Epistolarum, 77).
9
Opus Epistolarum, II. 76.
10
The title of the second edition is Adagiorum chiliades.
11
Some English – Latin dictionaries give corrigere as a translation of “edit.”
12
For the original Latin text, see Amerbachkorrezpondenz, 32.
13
On Maarten van Dorp as “castigator” and his association with Erasmus’s circle, see Jardine, Erasmus,
99-127.
5
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THE JAPANISATION OF SHAKESPEARE:
FROM SHAKESPEARE‟S KING LEAR TO KUROSAWA‟S RAN
SHIH PEI CHUN
Introduction
Shakespeare‟s tragedies have continually proven to be a popular choice among film
directors from the silent era to the present day. Among thirty films credited to him, the
Japanese film director Akira Kurosawa has twice based his story on Shakespeare‟s plays.
Not only has he adapted Shakespeare‟s works, including the story of Macbeth, but he also
produced Throne of Blood (1957). He furthermore spent more than ten years preparing an
adaptation of King Lear and then directing the film Ran which was released in June 1985.
Among all the adaptations of King Lear, Ran stands out for its replacement of the
Shakespearean stage with a Japanese background.
Kurosawa shifts the location of Lear to medieval Japan and he also writes Ran‟s
script in Medieval Japanese, which differs substantially from modern Japanese. As a
period film, Ran is based on the story of a Japanese general, Mouri Motonari, and his
clan during the Muromachi Period (1497-1571 CE). Thus, Judith Buchanan (2005)
notes that Kurosawa successfully transplanted his adaptations of two of Shakespeare‟s
plays into a Japanese background by “having uprooted the plays both linguistically and
culturally” (72). However, discussions of Ran up to the present emphasise the film‟s
visual and audio features rather than its linguistic aspects. For instance, J. Lawrence
Gunter (2007) compares the “brilliant colours” of Ran with the grey hue of Grigori
Kozintsez‟s adaptation of King Lear (1970) and mentions the striking contrast between
the brightness and the cruelty of the battle scenes (136). Judith Buchanan discusses the
effect of music and sound in different scenes of the film. However, Ib Johansen (1994)
quotes some lines from both King Lear and Ran only in order to analyse how characters
have been transferred from the original play to the film. Conversely, this essay explores
the use of Medieval Japanese in Ran, and compares it with the English language
employed in King Lear, in order to examine how Kurosawa recreates linguistically the
spirit of a Shakespearean play in his film.
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1. Background
Every language in the world inevitably changes with time. According to Victoria
Fromkin and Robert Rodman (1998), transformations in a language refer to “changes in
the lexicon as well as the phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic
components of the grammar” (450). In other words, a language changes as certain
grammatical rules are added, eliminated or altered. For instance, the case-marking
system which can be detected in both Classical Latin and Old English no longer exists in
modern English. Moreover, according to Fromkin and Rodman (1998) assimilation of
pronunciation is employed in order to achieve “ease of articulation” (481). The
“reduction of the number of exceptional or irregular morphemes” (ibid.) also partly
accounts for the changes in language.
The history of the English language can be roughly divided into three phases
(Fromkin and Rodman 1998): Old English (449-1066), Middle English (1066-1500) and
modern English (1500-present day). For instance, the language used in Beowulf typically
illustrates Old English, while Chaucer‟s Canterbury Tales is representative of Middle
English. Shakespearean English, although labelled as “Early Modern Language” by
Trask (1994: 8), still exemplifies some noticeable differences from contemporary
English. However, the majority of the vocabularies in Shakespeare‟s plays are intelligible
to modern readers. According to Nanette Twine (1991), the Japanese language,
especially written Japanese, also suffered substantial changes after the Meiji Restoration
(1867). Therefore, the language used in the Muromachi Period (1392-1573), in which
Kurosawa sets his Shakespearean adaptation Ran, also differs from contemporary
Japanese.
In this essay, the Japanese data used for the analysis of language changes are
transcribed from the subtitled version of a Ran DVD distributed by Toho Group Japan,
one of the biggest and most popular film distributors in the country. The following
discussion is divided into three sections, namely, case-marking/formality, verbal change,
and imperative form. Section 2.1 discusses the variation of the pronoun system in
English which has a similar function to the case-markers in Japanese, in that the
pronoun system in Shakespearean English, similarly to the copula in Japanese, also
indicates hierarchy and formality. Therefore, the variation of case-markers and copula in
Japanese will also be included in the discussion of Section 2.1. Further, section 2.2
examines the verbal change in terms of the inflectional suffix and modal verbs in
English, as well as the formal and the gerundive forms of verbs in Japanese. Finally,
Section 2.3 briefly outlines the difference of imperative verb forms observed in Medieval
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Japanese and Shakespearean English. To facilitate discussions in the following sections,
Table 1 below lists the main characters in Ran and their counterparts in King Lear, and
mentions their gender within brackets, since the three daughters of Lear have been
changed to three sons in Ran.
Ran

King Lear

Hidetora (M)

King Lear (M)

Taro (M)

Gonerill, the eldest daughter (F)

Lady Kaede (F)

Duke of Albany, Gonerill‟s husband (M)

Jiro (M)

Regan, the second daughter (F)

Lady Sue (F)

Duke of Burgundy, Regan‟s husband (M)

Saburo (M)

Cordelia, the youngest daughter (F)

Lord of Hujimaki (M)

King of France (M)

Lord of Ayabe (M)

Duke of Burgundy (M)

Kyoami (M)

Fool (M)

Tango (M)

Earl of Kent (M)

Kurogane: Jiro‟s retainer (M)

Oswald: Gonerill‟s steward (M)

Table 1: Main Characters in Ran and their counterparts in King Lear

2 Data
2.1 Case-marking and Formality
Case is expressed through the pronoun system in English. In Shakespearean English,
the pronoun system and particularly the second-person pronoun slightly differ from
those used in modern English. Table 2 shows the second-person pronouns recurrent in
King Lear and their corresponding frequency of usages in brackets.
Nominative

Accusative

Possessive

You (463)
Thou (229)

Your (225)
Thee (139)

Thy (161)/ Thine (24)

Table 2: Second person pronouns in King Lear

The second-person pronoun system in King Lear falls into two groups. On the
one hand, „you‟ and „your‟ are used; on the other, there also exist cases of „thou,‟ „thee‟
and „thy/thine‟ which are usually foreign to modern readers. In contemporary English,
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„you‟ functions as both the nominative and accusative cases. However, the
contemporary „you‟ corresponds both to the nominative marker „thou‟ and to the
accusative marker „thee‟ in Shakespearean English. „Thou‟ is a singular nominative
second-person pronoun, and its plural form „ye‟ appears five times in King Lear.
Equivalent to the contemporary „your,‟ two different forms of possessive marker (i.e.
„thy‟ and „thine‟) exist in Shakespearean English. „Thy‟ is normally used before words
which start with a consonant, while „thine‟ occurs with words which start with a vowel.
The case marking system in Japanese also underwent some changes. Case is
expressed through the subject marker ga, the accusative marker wo and the possessive
marker no in Japanese. In contemporary Japanese, the post-nominal subject marker ga
must follow a noun. The nominaliser no will be added to a verb to nominalise it before
it is used together with the subject marker ga as shown in 1(b). However, in old
Japanese (tenth to twelfth century), ga can be used immediately after a verb (Tsujimura
1996), as in 1(a), which is taken from the Ran script.
1(a)

逃げる

nigeru
escape

1(b)

逃げるの

nigeru-no

escape-nominaliser

が
a
subject-marker

よい。
yoi
ll right

が
ga
subject-marker

よい。
yoi
ll right

“You can just escape.”

Besides the subject marker ga, the topic marker wa immediately follows a verb in Ran. In
the figure below, 2(a) is a sentence taken from the Ran script and 2(b) is from
contemporary Japanese.
2(a)

逃げぬ

nige-nu

escape-negative
2(b)

逃げぬの

nige-nu-no

escape-negative-nominaliser

は
wa
topic-marker

阿呆。
ahou
idiot

は
wa
topic-marker

呆。
hou
idiot

“(Person) who does not escape is an idiot.”

In her discussion of language variation, Natsuko Tsujimura (1996) does not refer to the
use of wa after a verb in ancient Japanese. However, in Kurosawa‟s Ran, wa follows the
same pattern as ga in Muromachi Japanese. In modern Japanese, ga and wa follow nouns,
or verbs that have been nominalised by the no insertion; Tsujimura demonstrates that
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medieval ga did not require no insertion, and that ga could follow (subjectise) a verb. In
Ran, this same pattern holds for wa. Although we do not know if Kurosawa‟s
scriptwriters, Hideo Oguni and Masato Ide, had access to Muromachi-period text, the
extrapolation of the ga pattern to wa is perfectly consistent from a grammatical point of
view, and even though Tsujimura fails to note this diachronic pattern change,
Kurosawa‟s writers do seem to have ably researched the Muromachi-period text in order
to detect such a pattern.
Apart from marking cases, second-person pronouns in King Lear also function as
markers of interpersonal relationships. A further examination of the addressers and
addressees of the „you‟ and „thou‟ groups respectively suggests that the „you‟ group is
used when the addresser wants to show reverence to the addressee; at the same time, a
sense of distance between the addresser and addressee might be detected. On the
contrary, the use of the „thou‟ group suggests both the inferior status of the addressee
and the intimate relationship between the addresser and addressee. The characters of
Gonerill and Regan address their father consistently as „you‟ and in most instances Lear
addresses them as „you,‟ especially when he regards them as dukes‟ wives. However,
Lear now and then switches from „you‟ to „thou‟ when he regards Gonerill and Regan as
his daughters instead of duchesses. For instance, Lear switches between „you‟ and „thou‟
several times when he talks to Regan. At first, Lear greets Regan and Cornwall by saying
“Good morrow to you both” (2.4.22; my emphasis), but when he starts to complain to
Regan about how he is mistreated by Gonerill, he changes from „you‟ to „thou.‟
According to Penelope Brown and Steven Levinson (1987), positive politeness is
achieved by demonstrating in-group recognition of the addressee and furthermore
reducing the social distance between the addresser and addressee, while the addresser
adopts negative politeness to show deference and thus to maintain the distance within
the interlocution. The use of „thou‟ and „you‟ in King Lear also implies that the characters
adopt positive and negative politeness, respectively. In the conversation with Regan,
Lear uses the strategy of both positive („thou‟) and negative („you‟) politeness, but none
of these helps him achieve his goal of staying in his daughter‟s house and keeping all his
soldiers. Gonerill and Regan‟s consistent use of „you‟ when addressing Lear indicates
that they no longer care for Lear as their father but only as a king who transfers his
power and possessions to them.
Kurosawa represents the same feature of interpersonal relationship and sociallinguistic hierarchy in a different way. One substantial difference which distinguishes
Japanese nouns from English ones is that “Japanese nouns are associated with a
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conjugational paradigm” (Tsujimura 1996: 127), as exemplified below with the noun hon,
„book.‟
3

a. non-past
hon-da
b. non-past negative
on-ja nai
c. past
hon-datta
d. past negative
on-ja na-katta
e. tentative
hon-darou
(examples taken from Tsujimura 1996: 127)

„it is a book‟
„it‟s not a book‟
„it was a book‟
„it wasn‟t a book‟
„it is probably a book‟

Instead of da, which has become the standard form of contemporary Japanese after the
Meiji Restoration, the non-past copula ja is more frequently used in Ran. Table 3
demonstrates the frequency of the use of ja and da in the film. In the Kansai Area,
including Kyoto, Osaka and Kobe, ja has been employed since the late-medieval era in
Japan. Because Kurosawa sets the story of Ran in the Muromachi Period (1392-1573),
which was founded in Kyoto, the use of ja in the film is fully justified. However, sixtyone instances of da can still be found in the film.
Ja

Da

Overall frequency

84

61

Spoken by

Frequency

Frequency

Hidetora before insanity

20

8

Hidetora after insanity

0

16

Lady Kaede

19

1

Kurogane

9

1

Juro

7

6

Saburo

5

5

Hujimaki

5

1

Tango

5

4

Tsurumaru

6

0

Hidetora‟s soldiers

4

0

Lady Sue

1

0

Kyouami (The Fool)

1

17

Naganuma

1

1

Igoma

1

1

Table 3: Frequency of the use of ja and da in Ran
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According to Twine (1991), it was not until the Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1867),
which marked the transfer of the political center from Kyoto to Edo (present-day
Tokyo), and that the use of da appeared frequently in daily conversation and literature.
Before that, the occurrence of da in Kyoto literatures indicated that “the speaker was a
provincial from the east” (Twine 1991: 72). As shown in Table 3, da is mainly used by
Kyouami (Fool, seventeen times) and Hidetora (King Lear) after insanity (sixteen times).
After his madness, Hidetora never uses ja, while throughout the film, Kyouami uses ja
only once, in a song meant to entertain both Hidetora and his guests. The use of da by
Kyouami and Hidetora after insanity implies the inferior status of these characters in
comparison with users of ja (mainly Hidetora before insanity and Lady Kaede).
However, if Hidetora consciously switches from high-status ja to low-status da after
becoming insane, we may tentatively suggest that he is aware of his change of status and,
by extension, of the state of his insanity. One interpretation of this is that Hidetora,
after his insanity, can discern the falseness and corruption of his high-status life, and,
therefore, he deliberately abandons high-status language in favour of the honesty of lowstatus language in low-status society. This also suggests Kurosawa‟s interpretation of
King Lear that “the blind are the true seers, the madmen the true philosophers” (Gunter
2007: 133).
2.2 Verbal Change
Verbs in both English and Japanese have undergone dramatic changes.
In
contemporary English, verbal inflection occurs with the third-person singular subject.
However, verbal inflection also occurs with the second-person singular pronoun „thou‟
in Shakespearean English, not only in the present tense, but also in the past tense. Table
4 exemplifies the distinction in verbal inflection between contemporary and
Shakespearean English. As shown in Table 4, in addition to the third-person verbal
inflection -(e)s, the other inflectional form -(e)st in Shakespearean English is added to
verbs after the second-person singular pronoun „thou‟ both in the present and past
tenses:
Contemporary

Shakespearean

Pronoun

I

You

Thou

s/he

I

you

thou

s/he

Present

love

love

X

Loves

Love

love

lovest

Loves

Tense

go

Go

X

Goes

Go

go

goest

Goes
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Past

gave

gave

X

Gave

Gave

gave

gavest

Gave

Tense

made

made

X

Made

Made

made

madest

Made

Table 4: Verbal inflection in contemporary and Shakespearean English (inflectional suffix in bold
letters)

In addition to verbal inflection, modal/auxiliary verbs which occur with „thou‟ also differ
from those with the second-person pronoun „you‟ as well as from those with first- and
third-person (both singular and plural) pronouns. Table 5 illustrates the respective
distinct forms of modal/auxiliary verbs used in contemporary and Shakespearean
English:
Contemporary

Shakespearean

Pronoun

I /we

you

thou

s/he

I/we

You

thou

s/he

Present

will

will

X

will

Will

Will

wilt

will

Tense

shall

shall

X

shall?

Shall

Shall

shalt

shall

do

do

X

does

Do

Do

dost

doth

Past

would

would

X

would

would

Would

wouldst

would

Tense

should

should

X

should

should

Should

shouldst

should

did

did

X

did

did

Did

didst

did

Table 5: Modal/auxiliary verbs in contemporary and Shakespearean English

As shown in Table 5, in Shakespearean English, various modal verbs occur with the
second-person pronoun „thou.‟ Also, the -th ending of the auxiliary verb „doth‟
underwent the change into -es in contemporary English. The usage of the modal verb
shall has also suffered some changes. Table 6 summarises data taken from The Cobuild
Bank of English. The modal verb shall occurs 33,131 times in the corpus. Based on 331
cases of shall (i.e. about one percent of the whole data), this section records the
pronouns which collocate with it:
Total

331

I

63

19.03%
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We

55

16.62%

You

7

2.11%

Table 6: Frequency/percentage of pronouns which collocate with shall

Among the pronouns which collocate with shall, the singular first-person pronoun „I‟
constitutes the majority (sixty-three times in total), followed by „we‟ (fifty-five times).
The second-person pronoun „you‟ occurs seven times, compared to no record of „s/he‟
in the examined data. However, in King Lear, we can still find the collocation of the
singular third-person pronoun „s/he‟ with the modal verb shall as shown in the following
examples:
4
5

When she shall hear this of thee, with her nails/ She‟ll flay thy wolvish visage. (1.4.304-5)
If he be taken, he shall never more / Be fear‟d of doing harm. (2.1.109-10)

Verbs used in the Muromachi period also differ from those used in contemporary
Japanese. In Ran, we can find some antiquated formal expressions. These expressions
are mostly out of use in modern spoken Japanese and might be regarded as stiff usage
even in modern written Japanese. For instance, -masuru has the same function as the
verb ending -masu. The contemporary formal present tense inflection is -masu, while the
informal present tense inflection is -ru. Muromachi-period Japanese uses -masuru (an
even more formal expression than -masu as well as -ru). There exist twenty-six cases of
-masuru in Ran. For instance, 6(a) is a sentence from Ran which corresponds to 6(b) in
contemporary Japanese.
6(a)

裸に
hadaka-ni
naked-particle

なりまする
nari-masuru
become

が。
ga
but

6(b)

裸に
hadaka-ni
naked-particle

なります
nari-masu
become

が。
ga
but

“I will become naked, so . . .”

The formal verb ending -masuru is seldom used in contemporary Japanese, but it still
appears frequently in Kyogen, a traditional Japanese comedy with its origins in the
Muromachi Period (Sugiura and Gillespie 1993). With the adoption of -masuru,
Kurosawa successfully reproduces the sense of distance which Shakespearean plays
might arouse among his modern readers.
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In addition to verb endings, the gerundive form of verbs has suffered changes as
well. Different categories of conjugational endings (i.e. -(r)u, -ta and -te) are added to a
verbal root to produce non-past tense, past tense and gerundive forms of a verb in
Japanese as exemplified below:
7
(a)
(b)

root
tabe
omo

gloss non-past
eat
think omo-u

past
tabe-ru
omot-ta

gerund
tabe-ta tabe-te
omot-te

Phonological changes take place in the past tense and gerundive forms of certain verbs,
as shown in 7(b), in which a moraic consonant (i.e. the first part of a long consonant)
/t/ was inserted before the past tense root /ta/.
According to Tsujimura (1996), there have been some remarkable changes in
gerundive forms of verbs throughout the evolution of contemporary Japanese. In order
to illustrate these modifications, she cites David Ashworth‟s example (1976-77: 30):
8

8th-12th C
omoΦi-te

14th-16th C
omou-te

Modern
omot-te

gloss
think

As demonstrated in examples 7 and 8 above, the gerundive form of the verb omou
(„think‟) in contemporary Japanese is omot-te, instead of omou-te as used in medieval Japan.
This diachronic change might result from convenience in pronunciation. Ashworth
(1976-77 in Tsujimura 1996: 356) explains how the gerundive form of the verb omou
(„think‟) evolves from the ancient form omoΦi-te to the cotemporary omot-te:
9

8th – 12th C:

omoΦite

labial assimilation:

omoΦute

deletion:

omoute

replacement:

omotte

[Φ: voiceless bilabial fricative, like
the sound when one blows out a
candle]
↓
[/i/→/u/ under the influence of the
sound Φ]
↓
[the bilabial sound Φ was deleted]
↓
[u sound is replaced with a moraic
consonant /t/, the first sound of a
long consonant]

This temporal variation of gerundive forms can also be found in the Ran script:
10

我が
wa-ga
I-possessive

物
mono
thing

この

景色が

と
to
as

思うて

omou-te

見る
miru
see

まるで

違うて

think-gerund

と
to
as soon as
見える。
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kono
this

keishiki-ga
scene-subject

marude
completely

chigau-te

mieru
look like

differ-gerund

“As soon as I think and see (this scene) as my own thing, this scene looks like
completely different.”

Like omou („think‟), the verb chigau („differ‟) has also undergone the same diachronic
changes (i.e. chigau-te → chigat-te), but in the Muromachi Period (1392-1573 CE), when
Ran is set, people still used omou-te and chigau-te as the gerundive forms of omou and chigau.
Similar to the effect of the formal verb ending -masuru, the adoption of ancient
gerundive forms in Ran also helps to place audiences in a period that differs linguistically
from the modern time.
2.3 Imperative Form
The imperative form is another category which demonstrates diachronic changes in both
English and Japanese. In contemporary English, the imperative mood normally occurs
without a subject, because the subject is easily understood to be „you‟ when the addresser
gives an order to the addressee. However, in Shakespearean English, subject, either
„thou‟ or „you,‟ occurs immediately after the imperative verb. The following are
examples extracted from King Lear.
11 Take thou this note. (5.3.28)
12 O, you sir, you, come you hither, sir. (2.4.77)

Different from modern Japanese, an imperative form in the Muromachi Period consists
of a verb followed by the conjugation ending rei. Even though it is imperative, the use
of rei expresses a commanding mood that still shows reverence for the hearer (Koujien,
1998). In total, there are eleven cases of rei in Ran, as summarised in Table 7 below:
Verb

Gloss

Imperative Form

Gloss

Frequency

Matu

„wait‟

mata-rei

„Please wait‟

3

Kiku

„listen‟

kika-rei

„Please listen‟

2

Nusumu

„steal‟

nusuma-rei

„Please steal‟

1

Yurusu

„forgive‟

yurusa-rei

„Please forgive‟

2

Nasu

„do‟

nasa-rei

„Please do it‟

1

Kudasu

„give‟

kudasa-rei

„Please give‟

2

Table 7: The use of imperative rei in Ran
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Since rei is an imperative form with reverence, characters in Ran use it only when they
address people with a higher social position than their own. For instance, five cases out
of eleven are used by Fujimaki (King of France) to address either Hidetora (Lear) or
Saburo (Cordelia); Jiro (Regan) uses two of them when he asks his sister-in-law, Lady
Kaede (wife of the eldest son), for forgiveness; and by either Hidetora‟s or Jiro‟s
retainers use it in these instances when they give advice to their master.
3. Conclusion
In this essay, I have examined the change and variation in English and Japanese by
looking at Shakespeare‟s King Lear and the script of its Kurosawa‟s cinematic adaptation
Ran. As Shakespearean English differs from contemporary English in its pronoun
system, verb change (in terms of verbal inflection and modal verbs) and imperative
mood, Medieval Japanese is also distinct from contemporary Japanese in case markers,
verb change (in terms of gerundive forms) and imperative mood. In Ran, Kurosawa and
his script writers make considerable effort to demonstrate the differences between
contemporary and Medieval Japanese, and also to represent the parallels between
Muromachi Japanese and Shakespearean English. A particularly striking example of
such a parallel is provided in the way Kurosawa has dealt with the question of sociolinguistic hierarchies. In King Lear, the use of the different second-person pronouns
„you‟ and „thou‟ reinforces the hierarchy established between characters, while in Ran,
Kurosawa has managed to achieve the same effect through the use of the different
copulas da and ja. Most analyses of Ran focus on the evaluation of colour and other film
effects. However, my analysis has considered how language also plays a significant role
in creating a parallel between King Lear and Kurosawa‟s adaptation. Via the adoption of
Medieval Japanese for his script, Kurosawa not only creates the same emotional
response to the linguistic environment which Shakespearean English might elicit in
contemporary readers, but he also successfully maintains interpersonal relationships as
the main theme in King Lear.
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ENCLOSED SPACES IN GRACE PALEY’S AND
ALICE MUNRO’S ARTIST STORIES
ALINA CLEJU
For the female artist, the concept of space – signifying either a “room of one’s own,” as
defined by Virginia Woolf in 1928, or, in a more recent and more professional
connotation, an “office” or “studio” – stands for a personal and private place where
female artists can indulge in their artistic endeavors. Privacy has always been considered
tremendously important for both male and female artists, but, for the female artist, this
stands out as an absolute condition of her art as it requires an appropriate space where
she can create, away from her household responsibilities. In the words of Virginia
Woolf, “killing the Angel in the House was part of the occupation of a woman writer”
(Woolf 151). The space of the house has always been considered domestic and female;
by destroying “the Angel in the House,” the female artist has attempted either to endow
the domestic space with a new functionality, that of an artistic space, or to leave the space
of the house for a different one altogether. The physical space of her creation can
therefore acquire a private mental aspect, which encompasses art and the act of writing.
In “Multiple Challenges: The Canadian Artist Story and Gender” (2008), Reingard
M. Nischik defines the artist story as “a generic offshoot of the artist novel, a shorter
piece of fiction that concentrates on a significant episode (or a few episodes) in the life
of an artist rather than rendering the whole panorama of his development or life” (41).
In the artist stories by Grace Paley and Alice Munro, which foreground the figure of the
woman artist, the fictional woman writer strives to find in the house the privacy required
by the act of writing itself. Failing to do so, she finds no other solution than to leave the
space of the house, which is enclosed, confining, spiritually stifling, and ultimately
impossible to accept and live in. However, Paley’s and Munro’s fictional writer
characters find alternative spaces where the privacy of writing can be accomplished,
either in the intimacy of a small “office” for the Canadian artist or in a larger New York
setting within the Jewish community in the case of the American woman writer.
In this essay, I analyse the significance of the enclosed space of the house in a
selection of stories by Grace Paley published in The Little Disturbances of Man (1959),
Enormous Changes at the Last Minute (1974) and Later the Same Day (1985), and Alice
Munro’s “The Office” from Dance of the Happy Shades (1968). The comparative analysis
of Paley’s and Munro’s female artists discussed here foregrounds the ardent need of
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both women writers to escape the confinement of the family space and to enter a space
of their own where they can produce their art. I also consider the social and
psychological constraints placed on female artists in American and Canadian contexts,
respectively. Alter-egos of the authors themselves, the fictional female artists portrayed
by Grace Paley and Alice Munro, illustrate icons of artists fighting not only against
femininity as a restrictive social code, but also against mental images which gender-role
definitions inflict on them. Creating and writing from a socially marginalised position,
either as a Jewish-American female artist or as a Canadian female artist, both NorthAmerican writers have encountered the psychological restrictions of gender conventions
which have hindered their gender affirmation.
I also argue that in Paley’s and Munro’s artist stories, female artists face several
constraints. Firstly, the artist, be that female or male, is confronted with several factors:
social and cultural environment, marginalisation on account of economic factors or, in a
postmodern world, by a commodified mass-consumption of art. Secondly, a female
artist finds it even more difficult to express her artistic voice, feeling herself also
constrained by her domestic roles as mother and wife. Her privacy and independence as
an artist finds itself at a risk in a confining place like the house. Thirdly, Paley’s and
Munro’s female protagonists are further limited by their respective Jewish and Canadian
identities. In the 1960s, Grace Paley’s Jewish identity impacted upon her own ability to
belong to the mainstream WASP (White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant) artists, which, in turn,
may have stifled her recognition as a talented writer, reflected in the character of Faith.
In Postmodernism or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991), Frederic Jameson defined
American postmodern culture as “the internal and superstructural expression of a whole
new wave of American military and economic domination throughout the world” (65),
which underlines the domination and hegemony of American cultural goods. According
to Jameson, American culture has asserted its top hierarchical position within cultural
canons for a long time, setting the tone in art and culture in our era. From this
perspective, being either a Canadian male or female artist can only represent a drawback
and place the affirmation of one’s artistic value at a disadvantage. Munro’s female artist
meets, in the characters of her husband and her future landlord, indifference and
rejection, which reinforce the prejudice and discrimination against Canadian female
artists in the 1960s.
Grace Paley and Alice Munro imagined the American and Canadian female
characters as semi-autobiographical or narrator personae, whose subordinate experiences
as women writers exemplified their status as “other.” For instance, referring to Munro’s
writing, Reingard M. Nischik argues that Alice Munro’s “preferred choice of female
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protagonists [and] her privileging of a female perspective” and of “female themes” are
among the “three main characteristics” of the Canadian writer’s work (Nischik, “(Un-)
Doing Gender” 206), in addition to the regional attachments and the personal touch of
her writings. Also, the preference for both feminist themes and a feminist perspective
can be considered a characteristic of Grace Paley’s literary works. In the artist stories by
Paley and Munro, the concept of the enclosed space of the house will reveal profoundly
similar as well as highly distinct features for the woman writer’s search of her unique
artistic space. Moreover, the different approaches which both female artists take to the
enclosed space and the house reflect the rich and varied facets of female psychology and
feminine artistry.
Grace Paley’s short-story collections, The Little Disturbances of Man (1959), Enormous
Changes at the Last Minute (1974) and Later the Same Day (1985) deal with the JewishAmerican protagonist and spokeswoman of the Jewish community, Faith Asbury, and,
specifically, with her development as a writer. Faith Asbury discovers the creative
process of writing as a courageous act, emerging in a historically marginalised Jewish
community where women’s voices were peripheral, if not completely silenced. In his
study of women’s diasporic experience, entitled World of Our Fathers: The Journey of the East
European Jews to America and the Life They Found and Made (1976), Irving Howe stresses the
disadvantages presented by Jewish women’s education and lower social status within the
Jewish community. Howe’s view is illustrated by Faith’s inferior position. A clear
comparison can be drawn here with Munro’s semi-autobiographical heroine. In a metafictional manner, “The Office” recounts the events which Alice Munro herself
experienced as a woman writer in the early 1960s in Vancouver. In this short story,
included in Dance of the Happy Shades (1968), the fictional woman artist relates various
facets of being a female artist in a country which, according to Lionel Wilson’s statement
in 1976, provides a “chilly climate for artists” (Wilson 1), and, therefore, constitutes a
culturally depreciative environment for Munro’s character.
In Grace Paley’s short stories, as a woman and mother, Faith Asbury strives to
provide an appropriate environment for her children, despite her unstable marital
relationships. This takes place within the larger social and political turmoil during the
1960s and the 1970s. The collage of non-chronological short stories, in which Faith
recreates herself with each short story, combines and correlates Jewish spiritual heritage,
male-female relations and the bonding between different female characters and political
activism. Again, Munro offers an apt parallel. In “The Office,” the female protagonist
considers writing not as a solution which ensures a comfortable environment for her
family, but experiences it as a modus vivendi in relation to her identity as a female artist. In
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this case, the act of writing springs from a growing awareness of her audacious will to
write away from her family’s cozy environment. It is within the traditionally female
sphere of the house that the female protagonist’s idea of “having an office,” so much
like “a piece of self-indulgence” with “its sound of dignity and peace” (Munro 1968: 60),
de-stabilises the prevailing patriarchal law. Her husband’s apparent support masks his
own distrust of her creative power and reduces itself to a short and conclusive answer:
“[g]o ahead, if you can find one cheap enough” (Munro 1968: 61).
Though as “unconvincing” and “phony” (Munro 1968: 59) as it can be, the
disclosure which the protagonist makes to herself that she is a writer establishes writing
as a profession in itself. Moreover, the term “office” provides a more professional
connotation than Virginia Woolf’s designation of “room,” which certainly indicates a
progressive attitude towards writing as a profession undertaken by female artists in the
twentieth century. However, the “office” this fictional character wants to work in is
more of “a combination living room and office” (Munro 1968: 62), which symbolises
that she has been refused entrance into the professional world of writing. In the case of
the woman artist, the issue of professionalism becomes even more stringent. The term
“housewife,” so often associated by critics with the writer Alice Munro, brings even
more doubt to the concept of the female artist as a professional artist. Also, as JoAnn
McCaig (2001) has stated, “the conflict between the discourse of marriage and
motherhood (selflessness, submission, woman) and authorship (selfishness, power, man)
recurs throughout her work and her archive” (McCaig 68). In an interview with Harold
Horwood, Munro also mentions the labels attributed to her by The Victoria Paper and The
Globe and Mail at the start of her literary career, which described her as “Mother of
Three” and as “a shy housewife,” respectively (Horwood 128). These comments can be
seen as an indirect attack on the writer’s artistic value.
The female artist/housewife duality is suggestively summarised by the artistheroine Elaine Risely in Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye (1988): “I am a painter. I even put
that on my passport, in a moment of bravado, since the other choice would have been
housewife” (15). Elaine’s declaration that she is an artist seems similar to Munro’s
character leaving the space of the house. Going away from the space of the house
stands for the female artist’s unconscious attempt to get rid of the designation
“housewife” and it also defines the female artist herself in more professional terms.
Paradoxically, for Munro’s female artist, the house remains the territory of the
powerful male artist, since this space may constitute an area where his creativity is
recognised and therefore protected: “A house is all right for a man to work in.
Everybody recognizes that his work exists. He is not expected to answer the telephone,
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to find things that are lost, to see why the children are crying, or feed the cat” (Munro
1968: 60). Therefore, the meaning of the syntagm “she is the house” (60) indicates a
reality which needs to be further denied so that the female artist may have a real chance
to develop her still fragile artistic persona. It is not the separation from family issues and
household work for the primacy of art in life which Munro wants to emphasise, but
rather a new spirituality in a free space outside the enclosed family space, where she can
wage her own artistic battles.
Due to the characters’ different personalities and experiences, from where they
draw their inspiration, the artistic, spiritual space for which the two female artists search
has almost divergent connotations. For the New Yorker Faith, the space of “the office”
coincides with the large area of the public parks, streets and playgrounds in Brooklyn
and Bronx, where she meets her female friends and takes care of her two boys, Richard
and Anthony. These spaces become the only medium through which Faith’s art can be
expressed. Her chosen artistic space is a larger area than simply her house, which
corresponds to a freer spiritual inwardness than Munro’s female character. Faith Asbury
constantly needs human interaction and the public space of New York Central Park and
Greenwich Village turns out to be the right contact zone where all sorts of spiritual
attachments are mediated. In Eckstein’s words, “Paley’s women move from bedrooms
and kitchens to meeting rooms and city streets” (139). In a large New York City area,
Faith’s stories, similarly to Paley’s short fiction, “are a kind of New York chamber music
in which the instruments are the voices of the city – Greenwich Village, more
specifically, 11th Street between Sixth and Seventh” (Remnick 131). In contrast to the
Canadian woman writer, Faith does not look for a fixed, definite place to write, but her
search for art and inspiration emerges very naturally within the space of her family,
community and city.
Another distinction that sets apart these creative journeys from the family
enclosed spaces of the two protagonists lies in their relation to the concept of
motherhood. As fictional representations of the woman artist, Faith and the Canadian
female artist exemplify the female artist/housewife dichotomy, since the women artists
are often labelled and associated with the notion of the housewife. Faith’s motherhood
overlaps in many respects with her artistic endeavours. Paley does not hesitate to
articulate the difficulties and obstacles faced by women writers who are also mothers.
She expresses the difficulty of raising her kids “with one hand typing behind my back to
earn a living” (Paley, “Two Short Sad Stories” 91). However, she manages to combine
bringing up Richard and Anthony with writing. Moreover, the warm company of her
children and the fellowship of her female friends and even of the strangers whom she
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meets in parks and playgrounds give Faith energy, strength and a fresh outlook on life.
All this experience will eventually be reflected in her own writing.
The relationship between mother and child is not foregrounded in Munro’s artist
story, thus implying the lack of impact her children and family have on her art. This sets
her apart from Faith. In Robert Thacker’s words, “[the Canadian artist] has an interest
that takes her away – mentally if not physically – from [her] marriage and children”
(173). For Faith, her children link her to the public sphere – the parks and
neighbourhood – from which she draws inspiration for her writing. Conversely, the
Canadian female artist regards family as an obstacle to her artistic talent. Although for
the two female artists, the artistic space has two different connotations – the place of
communion and a more professional space of the “office” – the necessity to escape
from the area of the house/family is imperative.
Both female artists start their creative journeys from modest positions. The
masculine/feminine binary opposition, which has tremendously challenged the Western
feminist mentality, retains a similar relevance for both Munro’s writer and for Faith. The
female writer in “The Office” detects in her husband’s response to her renting an
“office” a lack of credit, moral support and scepticism. However, she also senses a trace
of unconcern and ignorance: “[My husband] is not like me, he does not really want
explanations. That the heart of another person is a closed book is something you will
hear him say frequently, and without regret” (Munro 1968: 61). The slight but
disappointing discouragement in her husband’s attitude pales in comparison to the more
strenuous opposition of the landlord, Mr Malley, whose damaging effect on her own
work leads to her giving up the rented “office.” The presents which Mr Malley offers
her, such as a house plant, a flowery teapot or a cushion, suggest that she is viewed not
as a writer but as a hobbyist like himself, who can only feel comfortable in the cosiness
of a home environment. Thus, Mr Malley’s behaviour illustrates the fact that the artist
generally tends to be viewed as a hobbyist rather than a professional.
Mr Malley’s outburst against the protagonist is closely related to her femininity,
which apparently should exclude any artistic activity: “That’s not a normal way for a
person to behave. Not if they got nothing to hide. No more than it’s normal for a young
woman, says she has a husband and kids, to spend her time rattling away on a
typewriter” (Munro 1968: 70). Mr Malley, whose name has sound resonances with
words like “male” or “maleness,” stands for the voice of patriarchy which ascribes an
inferior role to women, epitomised by Mr Malley’s attitude towards Munro’s female
character. Despite the 1960s’ Canadian artistic upsurge and the prominence of the
woman artist in the whole process of the Canadian Renaissance, Mr Malley exemplifies
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the still immature Canadian conceptualisation of the artist in general and of the woman
artist in particular: “I have heard things about writers and artists and that type of person
that didn’t strike me as very encouraging. You know the sort of thing I mean” (Munro
1968: 69). The very fact that Munro’s woman artist remains unnamed signals
stereotypical representations of the Canadian woman artist in the early 1970s when the
first Canadian artist stories were published.
The voice of patriarchy also makes its presence known in Paley’s artist story.
Paley’s short fiction provides a much more conspicuous dividing line between male and
female liberties in pursuing an artistic career than in Munro’s “The Office.” In
“Friends” (Later the Same Day, 1985), Faith’s first husband, Richard, goes to Spain so that
he can focus on his writings. This event leaves deep spiritual marks on Faith, the
aspiring writer. As a writer and mother, Faith feels compelled to remain at home with
her boys and take care of the family instead. In “Listening” (Later the Same Day, 1985),
the shadow of patriarchy once again defies Faith’s own attempt to freely exercise her
right to a literary career. On much the same account, her second husband, Jack, leaves
the family home for Arizona to clear his mind and have, according to Faith herself, a last
love affair.
The private artistic spaces in which the (fictional) writers find themselves provide
them with inspiration for their writing. It is only by living and creating in their own
artistic spaces – such as “the office” and New York public space – that the female artists
eventually learn about their artistic paths. For Faith, the act of writing is a natural
outcome of the inspiration which she gets from communicating with different people; in
the case of the Canadian female artist, inspiration is found in the very act of indulging in
privacy. Here, in this huge public space, Faith finds the courage to speak for the
community of women which needs to be constantly defined and re-invented. She is
surrounded by female friends who support one another, enjoy life or experience sorrow
together. Faith becomes the spokeswoman for the entire community of friends and
mothers who raise their children together. Her identity as woman and writer becomes
closely tied to a long-standing Jewish female mentality. She feels the responsibility of
making a chronicle of her friends’ lives and deaths, for instance by writing “her-stories”
of Selena’s life and death from cancer, or by commemorating Abby’s strange and sudden
death. Faith feels that it is both her “debt” (Paley, “Debts” 133) and duty to “save a few
lives” (Paley, “Debts” 133) by writing “a report on these private deaths and the
condition of [their] lifelong attachments” (Paley, “Friends” 89). “Friends,” for instance,
represents a multi-layered narrative interplay of women’s voices who tell their own
different stories with subtle irony, “shtetl” (town, community) speech modes infused
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with the liveliness and vigor of “mame loshen” (mother tongue). With regard to her
portrayal of women and children in her short stories, Grace Paley herself stated in an
interview from August 1980, “I can never repay the debt that I have to the community
of women with whom I raised my kids. I owe them a lot, and they owe me” (Gelfant
24).
Art is an exegi monumentum, operating as a substitute for real life and drawing
common stories out of ordinary people’s lives. For Faith, “knowing” and “telling”
(Paley, “Debts” 132) from experience, or invention and re-invention, constitute her
natural spiritual duties of telling her friends’ stories, instead of being emotionally crushed
and heart-broken by her husband’s infidelities and irresponsible behaviour. Faith
becomes suddenly aware of the inner need to concentrate on revealing female identity
and homosexual relationships or “woman and woman, woman-loving life” (Paley,
“Listening” 210), which can also become the foundation of her future writing. Faith
even expresses her special insight into female psychology in a discussion which she has
with Jack. The reason why she chooses not to tell Jack about her women friends’ stories
comes from an inner impulse to preserve the secret of femininity. Consequently, all
Faith’s stories are based on female experiences as she tries to understand the depths and
idiosyncrasies of femininity, as if searching into a feminine soul archive. Faith has
“faith” in the “stories told by women about women” and thus she sees herself as the
repository of female wisdom and sensitivity (Paley, “Listening” 203).
In the Canadian artist story, Munro’s female writer intends to write stories, but it
is not until the end of Munro’s “The Office” that readers realise that whatever she
wishes to write will be “her-story.” These stories spring not from an innate need to
deeply search into femininity’s soul archives like Faith, but as a natural outcome of her
frustrating experience of having to give up her rented “office” after Mr Malley’s constant
intrusions. In Munro’s own words, “The Office” focuses on “a woman’s particular
difficulties in backing off and doing something lonely and egotistical” (Munro, “On
Writing the Office” 194). Leaving the space of the house and entering an entirely-her“own” “office” serves as a symbol of her budding independence and increased genderawareness. Most importantly, however, the painstakingly sought-after topic for her
writing ultimately resides in her negative experience. The loss of the office – that
supposedly creative personal space – paradoxically turns out to be the perfect
inspiration, compensating for her former unaccomplished writing attempts. Thus, the
former uncreative physical space of “the office” becomes a highly creative textual space.
In Munro’s artist stories, the female artist paradoxically achieves her creative
potential through unforeseen, unexpected and unwanted events (Mr Malley’s alarming
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behaviour and her own temporary lack of creativity). In utter isolation and silence, her
creative power strongly contrasts Faith’s keen insight into the Jewish female community,
represented by the chorus of characters’ voices from which she draws her inspiration.
In this respect, Faith’s individual identity as a woman and a writer is established only
after she acknowledges her communal identity, whereas the Canadian female artist’s act
of writing grows out of her achievement of personal autonomy, albeit appearing a bit
selfish, and is directly intended to establish her as a writer. Ultimately, Munro’s
character, writing her own experience after leaving the “office,” and Faith, writing “herstories,” both signify victories in the female writers’ personal and social battles against
patriarchal influence during the 1960s.
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM: A RELIGIOUS ALLEGORY
JOHN HUDSON
Introduction
Allegory has long been recognised as a key mode for interpreting Renaissance literature.1
However, the identification of allegory, especially Christian allegory, in Shakespeare‟s
plays has rightly been questioned because many commentators pay it selective attention,
suggesting an isolated parallel without relating it to other aspects of the play and without
explaining what purpose the allegorical dimension fulfills. 2 In order to avoid such
pitfalls, this allegorical reading of A Midsummer Night’s Dream (MND) concentrates on the
inter-relationships between the main characters in Fairyland and identifies the underlying
allegorical plot.3 It does not attempt to cover the contemporary allegories4 or the lovers
at the Athenian court who occupy a different allegorical system. 5 Being able to
distinguish and isolate these different allegorical systems is the first step towards being
able to unravel them. It is a task comparable to distinguishing the various lines of music
sung by multiple voices in a piece of Renaissance polyphony revealing a further degree
of depth and complexity to this play.
MND is one of the very few Shakespeare plays without a single dominant source
text. It has been widely acknowledged for two hundred years that the character Puck or
Robin Goodfellow bears two different traditional names for the Devil. After reviewing
how readers constructed allegorical meanings from texts in the late-medieval period
(Bush xi), Patricia Parker detected another major piece of the overall religious allegory in
MND. In her key article “Murals and Morals: A Midsummer Night‟s Dream” (1998)
Parker demonstrated not only that the characters of Pyramus and Thisbe exemplified a
common medieval allegory for Jesus and the Church, found in works such as the
fourteenth-century Ovide Moralisé and Ovidius Moralizatus, but that Peter Quince – whose
names derive from „petros‟ and „quoin‟ or rock/cornerstone – symbolises St Peter.
Similarly, Wall (played by Tom Snout in the play within the play) represents the Partition
that was thought to divide Earth from Heaven, thus delaying Jesus from having
intercourse with his „Bride‟ (the Church).
Parker‟s findings suggest that the play is a religious satire, using Biblical typology,
and involving figures from first-century Judea. This essay draws upon Parker‟s work to
identify the allegorical identities of Oberon, Titania, the Flower and the Little Indian
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Boy. It begins by reviewing the play‟s overall allegorical plot and examines how it can be
independently validated by drawing on leading New Testament scholarship. In the
process, it substantiates the evidence for the allegorical identity of each main character
and concludes with a discussion of how the allegories can be performed on stage. In the
process, this essay offers a new allegorical reading of MND which shows the underlying
allegorical relationships that exist below the surface. These religious allegories are
consistent with others, which have been identified in other Shakespearean plays, such as
Steve‟s Sohmer‟s (2005) identification of Juliet in the Nurse‟s scene in Romeo and Juliet as
a parody of the presentation of the Virgin Mary in the Infancy Gospel of James (413).
1. The Allegorical Plot
The present essay is the first to identify this allegorical plot in MND. In this plot we see
Titus Caesar (Titania) fighting the Roman-Jewish war (66-73 CE) against Yahweh, the
god of the Jews (Oberon), who has come from India (Judea). Titus steals away the
Messiah (the “Little Indian Boy”) from the Jews and from his mother, the Virgin Mary
(the Vot‟ress), and has him changed into a false messiah (the Changeling) crowned with
flowers. That Changeling is paralleled on stage in the changed figure of Bottom as an
Ass with his crown of scratchy flowers (musk roses). He previously promises “by and
by I will to thee appear,” (3.1.82) making a commitment similar to Jesus who promises
he will “come again” (John 14: 3). His identity as Jesus is confirmed by his subsequent
playing of the part of Pyramus, an established medieval allegory for Christ. People will
“madly dote” on him, after coming into contact with a book (the Flower) that is
associated with idolatry (idleness), is purple coloured, and linked to the god of love,
namely the Gospel. Different aspects of the iconography of Christ are used to construct
several of the characters – the little Indian Boy, Bottom in his ass head, and Bottom as
the “lovely Jew” (3.1.90) Pyramus – and understanding their inter-relationship is one of
the main challenges in addressing the allegorical plot.
As in the Roman-Jewish war, Titus (Titania) orders the limbs to be cut off one of
the descendants of the Maccabees (Bees). Yahweh (Oberon) plots revenge. With the
assistance of the Devil (Puck), he administers the Gospel (Flower) to Titus (Titania)
while she is asleep to punish her, so that on waking she falls in love with Jesus
(Bottom/Pyramus) before giving him his crown of thorny flowers. Yahweh (Oberon)
then kills Titus (Titania) by the administration of wormwood (another name for Dian‟s
Bud) – the same convulsive poison supposedly administered to Jesus on the cross – and
resurrects her as a new compliant soul.
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Next in the allegorical plot, the Partition (Wall) between Heaven and Earth falls
down, bringing about the day of Apocalypse on which Jesus and the Church will be reunited. Saint Peter (Quince) directs his comic playlet, but in this Apocalypse the Church
(Thisbe) dies. Jesus (Bottom/Pyramus) is crucified again. His death derives its main
features from the Gospel Passion stories and is framed by an inclusio of two instances of
the word „passion‟ (5.1.277 and 303). His coming back to life then goes on to parody
the Resurrection.
Finally, the spirits arise from their graves (5.1.366), appropriately for the
Apocalypse – the day of Resurrection – and Yahweh (Oberon) distributes dew to the
dancers in order to “consecrate” the world (5.1.401). This feature is not found in
Christian apocalypses but only in Jewish accounts of the resurrection on the Last Day.6
Thus, it implies that the playlet of Christianity is over and that this is the first day of a
new Jewish world.
This allegory constitutes a highly consistent narrative. It can also be validated, at
least in part, by recent developments in New Testament research. One strand of
scholarship suggests that after the Roman-Jewish war, Titus Caesar commissioned the
writing of the Synoptic Gospels as a literary portrait of a pro-Roman fictitious messiah,
Jesus, as a form of propaganda to counter Jewish messianic fervour.7 Something of this
was apparently known to a small number of intellectuals in Elizabethan London. As
Marlowe put it, scripture was “all of one man‟s making” (Kuriyama 159)8 and Jesus was
a “deceiver” in “vain and idle stories” that were created as a “device of policy” (Beard
book 1, ch. 25, 148). 9 Marlowe also appears to have been correct in his claim that
Christians were “n‟er thought upon till Titus and Vespasian conquered” Jerusalem, as
Barabas, the Jew, complains in The Jew of Malta (2.3.10).
The Shakespearean plays were heavily influenced by Marlowe and contain various
parodies of Christian doctrine, such as comic satires of the Virgin Mary.10 It is therefore
conceivable that the author of the Shakespearean plays also used these plays as vehicles
to allegorically communicate the same dangerous knowledge that Jesus is a literary, not a
historical figure, and to recount how he was created. The present analysis suggests that
the underlying allegorical plot of MND was also created to take comic revenge upon
Titus (Titania), humiliating him by making him fall in love with the allegorical figure of
Jesus (Bottom/Pyramus), by administering the Gospel to him while he is asleep. The
allegorical plot is therefore in the vein of that increasingly popular Elizabethan genre, the
revenge play, which later came into its own in the Jacobean era. Moreover, the
allegorical plot appears to have been created by someone well versed in Hebrew
literature, since it depends in part on the Mishnah (Altimont 275-7) which was not
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translated into Latin until 1698 and therefore could have been read only by a tiny
number of English Hebraic scholars and London‟s population of a hundred Marrano
Jews, of which the most prominent was the Bassano family.11
2. The Characters
I have already mentioned that Patricia Parker has identified the characters of Pyramus
and Thisbe as an established medieval allegory of Jesus and the Church, that Peter
Quince symbolises St Peter, and that Wall represents the Partition that supposedly
divided Earth from Heaven. In the following sections, this essay expands upon Parker‟s
allegorical identification and further extends it to other characters.
2.1 The Little Indian Boy
A major plot point turns on the war that is taking place between Oberon and Titania.
The war has been caused by Titania stealing away a “Little Indian Boy,” whose mother is
a Vot‟ress (holy virgin). Moreover, Titania crowns him with flowers (2.1.27). We are
not told which flowers, but the forest contains several notably thorny flowers such as
eglantine or the musk roses which made Bottom scratch in a parallel crowning sequence
(4.1.3-23). This is all very strange. The term Vot‟ress means a woman consecrated by a
vow to the religious life, especially referring to virgins, who do not have children. Yet,
one exception to this rule was the Virgin Mary, whose son was eventually crowned with
thorns. The implication is that the little Indian Boy perhaps represents the messianic
figure of Jesus.
His nationality is another clue. What is an Indian Boy doing in the forest? Since
this play is set in Athens should he not be a little Athenian boy? Bearing in mind that
several other characters come from first-century Judea, could he perhaps rather be a
Little Judean Boy? In Othello, for instance, the reference to a “base Indian” in the 1622
Quarto (i.e. the first extant quarto) was emended to “base Judean” (5.2.345) in the First
Folio. Contrary to Fleissner‟s claim that the word “Judean” was not in use in
Shakespeare‟s time (Fleissner 137-8) and must therefore be a misprint, it was actually
used in print in 1596, the very year in which MND was performed, so this pun certainly
could have been implied,12 and it strengthens the identification of the Boy as Jesus.
Significantly, in MND the Boy is three times called the “changeling” (2.1.23,
2.1.120, 4.1.58). The superficial reason is that fairies were thought to steal children and
substitute fairy babies as changelings. However, the rhetorical term „changeling‟ was also
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how George Puttenham translated the Greek rhetorical term „hypallage‟ in The Art of
English Poesie (1589), a work employing the fairy tradition in which, as Miriam Joseph
puts it, “the application of words is perverted and sometimes made absurd” (55).
„Hypallage‟ is a version of the broader grammatical form known as „hyperbaton,‟
meaning a deviation from established order. The audience is therefore warned that the
Boy is associated with such a departure, in which words are given perverted and absurd
meanings.
The properties of having a mother who was a virgin, being a Judean, crowned with
flowers, stolen away and a Changeling, all make sense in terms of a single identification.
They mark the Boy as the figure of the Jewish messiah. One recent strand of New
Testament scholarship suggests he was indeed stolen away from the Jews by the Flavian
Emperor Titus Caesar after the end of the Roman-Jewish war, at whose Court he was
translated into the literary figure of Jesus (Atwill, 2005). 13
2.2 Titania
The reason why the author deliberately chose this peculiar name, Titania, from the Latin
text of Ovid, where it refers to the two goddesses who are shape-shifters, Diana and
Circe, remains unidentified. In the present reading, however, Titania‟s name is
interpreted as having been chosen because she is a literary allegory for Titus Caesar.
The play provides several pieces of evidence to suggest this allegorical identity of
Titania. One is the death scene of Pyramus which contains an allusion to the
crucifixions that Titus Caesar ordered towards the end of the Roman-Jewish war
(5.1.298-9) as described in the Autobiography of Josephus. 14 Another is found in the
orders that Titania gives to crop the
legs of the bees (3.1.162), as an
allegory of the instruction that Titus
gave to amputate the limbs of one
of the descendants of the
Maccabees (Atwill 106, 303). A
third concerns Titania‟s relationship
to Oberon. If Titania is an allegory
of Titus Caesar, Oberon would
need to be a depiction of the Jewish
leadership which he was fighting,
implying that Oberon would be an
1. “Oberon confronts Titania over Judean Boy”
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allegory of the Hebrew god Yahweh. That is indeed who he appears to be.
2.3 Oberon
In MND Oberon becomes “invisible” (2.1.186), and the appearance of the terms
“jealous” (2.1.61) and “Lord” (2.1.63) in close succession echo the description in
Exodus, “for I the Lord thy God am a jealous god” (20:5) which appears almost
identically in the Bishop‟s Bible, Coverdale Bible and Geneva Bible. An invisible, jealous
Lord who is the King of Judea is a good descriptor of the Hebrew god Yahweh. Further
evidence is found in the passages where Oberon says that he welcomes Aurora, the
harbinger of dawn (5.2.387), claiming to have made sport with the Morning‟s love “Even
till the eastern gate, all fiery-red/Opening on Neptune with fair blessed beams,/Turns
into yellow gold his salt green streams” (3.2.391-93). This passage is a conflation of two
Psalms. It specifically refers to an “eastern gate” turned to “yellow gold” and presents
Oberon as passing through a full solar day from playing with the dawn to the setting sun
(i.e. from dawn to dusk). Psalm 19 refers to Yahweh‟s solar journey, his “rising place at
one end of heaven and his circuit reaches the other.” More specifically, the passage in
Psalm 24: 7, “lift up ye heads oh ye gates,” was interpreted by some Jews and early
Christians as signifying the eastern gate of the Temple, known as the golden gate or sun
gate (J. Glen Taylor 246), to which Oberon is referring. Overall this language represents
the sun god, which Yahweh was, according to these passages. Thus, from this evidence,
Oberon appears to be that “Indian,” the Judean king, from whom Titania has stolen the
boy, namely Yahweh, the Hebrew god.
2.4 The Wall
In her article “Murals and Morals,”
Patricia Parker has already identified
the Wall as the partition that comes
down on the day of the Apocalypse.
This is confirmed since the end of
the play, after the death of
Bottom/Pyramus, is the Day of
Judgment, when the spirits come out
of the graves and are blessed with
dew. This peculiar characteristic is

2. “Wall”
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found in no Christian apocalypse, but does appear in the Zohar as an act of the Hebrew
god. This further confirms Oberon‟s identity and that of his opponent.
2.5 The Flower
The allegorical identity of the Flower is more complicated. The term for flower
gathering in Greek is anthologia (anthology), and to the Elizabethans the word „flower‟
was another name for a book – such as the 100 poems in Gascoigne‟s A Hundreth Sundrie
Flowres (1573). In MND the Flower‟s name is “love in idleness,” which has been
identified by Richard Wilson as an Elizabethan pun on idolatry (Wilson, 2002), implying
love of a false god. The flower is also coloured in the imperial purple and can fill
someone with hateful fantasies (2.1.258). The play even provides a dramatised example
of how this book or “flower” misleads someone into falling in love with a “vile thing”
(2.2.33) who is later identified as Pyramus, the allegorical Jesus. Only one book fulfils
these criteria: the Gospel. The implication for the allegorical plot is that the god of the
Hebrews will apply the Gospel to the eyes of Titania/Titus, in an act of comic religious
revenge, to make her unwittingly fall in love with the changeling in his guise of an ass.
2.5 The Bees
The strange instruction that Titania gives to crop the waxen thighs of the bees has not
been commented upon by critics. It appears to be the only extant example in western
literature of anyone amputating the legs of bees and there is no record of it having been
dramatised in productions.15 The reason for the play emphasising this peculiar activity
might be that during the Jewish war Titus Caesar is described as having caught a Jewish
leader. His family all bore the names of the family of the Maccabees, and Titus had him
crucified alive, and then ordered his torso to be cut down, being “pruned like an almond
tree” by having his limbs amputated (Atwill 106). If Titania is an allegory for Titus, then
the Bees allegorically represent the Jewish rebels, the Maccabees, and they have their
limbs cut off accordingly.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Gospels/Roman Jewish War

Begins with Theseus saying “This passion
and the death of a dear friend . . .” (5.1.277)

„Passion‟ is the technical term for the
death of Jesus (Cross 1021)

Pyramus is stabbed in the side (5.1.287)

Jesus was stabbed in the side (John 19: 34)

the light disappears (5.1.294)

darkness came over the whole land (Mt. 27: 45)
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men say “no die but an ace for
him” and play dice (5.1.296-7)

men played lots or dice at foot of the cross
(Mt. 27: 35)

Theseus says he may recover at the hands
of a surgeon (5.1.298)

in the Autobiography by Josephus, the crucifixion
victim recovers at hands of a surgeon
(para. 420-21)

Theseus refers to the Passion again
“her passion ends the play” (5.1.303)
Pyramus returns alive as Bottom (5.1.337)

Jesus returns alive at the resurrection (Mt. 28)

spirits come out of the grave (5.1.367)
Wall between Heaven and Earth comes down
(5.1.203)

tombs open and spirits come out (Mt. 27: 52)

2.7 Bottom/Pyramus
To Parker‟s identification of Bottom/Pyramus as a traditional allegory for Jesus, can be
added the suggestion that the death of Pyramus has been carefully composed out of the
Gospels‟ crucifixion stories – which I developed independently from Parker‟s work.
The stabbing in the side, the disappearance of the light and the references to playing
dice, are all framed within a rhetorical inclusio comprised of two references to the
“passion” (5.1.277 and 303). A point by point comparison of the typology in the death
of Pyramus makes this especially clear.
In the death scene (5.1.277-303), Lysander and Demetrius represent the soldiers
who – in the account in the Gospels – crucified Jesus and sat at the foot of the cross. In
the play they imagine Pyramus‟s dying words as referring not to his death but to his
score in a game of dice. Both in paintings of the Arma Christi, medieval poems and in
Mystery Plays the soldiers at the foot of the cross also cast lots and play dice (Kolve
186). According to Demetrius, Pyramus is not a plurality of dies (i.e. a set of dice) “but
an ace for him; for he is but one”; Lysander says he is even less than an ace, “he is
nothing” (5.1.295-7).
Further, in the line about recovering at the hands of the surgeon (5.1.298), the
playwright is referring to the crucifixions at Thecoe, which were ordered by Titus around
70 CE, in which Josephus bar Matthias took men down from the cross, one of whom
survived at the hands of the physician (Atwill 172). The playwright links this to the
crucifixion in the Gospels, where a man is taken down by the comparably named
Josephus AriMathea, and also survived. By correlating these two improbable events, the
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playwright highlights the likelihood that the account in the Gospel was created as a
literary satire – a fictional parody of an event in the Roman-Jewish war – and thus does
not constitute a historical reality from the year 33 CE. This implies, as Marlowe
remarked, that the Gospel accounts are indeed “vain and idle stories,” (Beard book 1,
ch. 25, 148) a deeply heretical view which, if directly expressed, would have been
punishable by death. It is this heretical content that explains why the playwright chose
to convey it through this system of complex allegories.
3. Implications for Performance
Audiences in Elizabethan London went not to “see” but to “hear” a play: it was an
auditory rather than a visual culture as Lukas Erne has shown in his book, Shakespeare as
a Literary Dramatist (2003). As Andrew Gurr (2000) has emphasised, players gave metatheatrical, oratorical performances designed to enable theatre-goers to explore beyond
the surface text to discern the underlying meanings. Most audience members recognised
important biblical passages, and some also knew their Josephus, their Roman history,
and understood enough about rhetorical figures to be able to discern some of the
allegorical meanings. However, because the allegorical system is so complicated, it
would have been very hard to discern, even if one had the necessary time and interest,
because it requires reinterpreting various key assumptions in Christian doctrine.
To enable modern audiences to discern the allegorical meanings during
performance requires making them visible though costuming, staging, lighting, props,
movement and other theatrical techniques as well as a meta-theatrical and non realistic
acting style that „points‟ at the underlying meanings. One attempt to highlight the
allegories in Shakespeare was
Alan Dessen‟s demonstration at
the Center for Performance
Studies in Early Theatre at the
University of Toronto in
February 2010, titled “The
Persistence of Allegory in
Renaissance
Performance.”
However, this was limited by
what could be detected from the
stage directions and provided a
3. “Crucifixion”
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comparison of the psychomachia scenes, the „struggle for the soul‟ from several plays. To
convey the allegory in a complete play and to make it understandable to a modern
commercial audience requires going much further, making careful dramaturgical choices
in deciding where to make cuts, and what parts of the text to dramatise.
After detecting the allegories in MND, I formed a theatre company, the Dark
Lady Players, to produce them on stage. The first demonstration was at the Washington
Shakespeare festival in 2007, followed by a week-long run in New York, directed by
Jenny Greeman and Yana Landowne using an adapted text. 16 This production
extensively cut the scenes of the lovers – and demonstrated their separate allegorical
schema very briefly – but extended the fairy scenes by dramatising pieces of the text
which are not normally staged. For instance, the only male actor in this cast was given
the part of Titania and was costumed in a purple Roman toga. Puck‟s identity was
conveyed by a red trouser-suit and little red horns. The Bees/Maccabees were brought
on stage as actors wearing six-legged bee costumes and when Titus/Titania instructs the
fairies to cut off their legs (3.1.162), the fairies (costumed as Roman soldiers) did
precisely that. All the while Bottom was reading a newspaper with a headline referring
to the corresponding passage in The Roman-Jewish War by Josephus. When Bottom
subsequently orders a fairy to kill a red-hipped humblebee, accompanying the multiple
references to “monsieur” (4.1.6-20), another bee is killed on stage while singing the last
verse of the song “Monsieur,” referring to the destruction of Jerusalem and signalling
the importance of the battle being fought (Duffin 266).
The death of Bottom/Pyramus was staged as a crucifixion, the actor dressed in a
loincloth and with outstretched arms, with dice-players sitting at his feet, with very large
dice in their hands. The word „passion‟ was above his head and accompanied by sacred
music. The Flower was brought on stage as a large purple book, with the cover title
“The Book of Hateful Fantasies” (2.1.258) and Puck carried it into the theatre while
intoning a liturgical chant used in the Catholic Church to precede the reading of the
Gospel. The identity of the Dian‟s bud, used to „cure‟ Titania, was indicated by it being
poured out of a large bottle marked with the alternative name of the herb, Wormwood,
in a reference to the bitter gall administered to Jesus on the cross. Its poisonous effect
was shown by Titania‟s death, after which Oberon resurrected her.
Allegorical production also requires actors to take a new approach to their craft.
As director Jenny Greeman comments:
It‟s completely different from modern, internalized techniques of acting. If you‟re
playing Titania as an allegory for Titus Caesar it‟s going to inform your body movement
in a much different way than if you‟re playing Titania with a pink dress and a tiara. The
main difference is working on such a familiar piece of material in a completely different
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way, and it‟s been amazing how we‟ve been able to find them so easily – it‟s started to
seem odd that it‟s not what everyone‟s doing with this play.17

MND is the most Lylyesque of the comedies and as Saccio has shown it was John Lyly
who exemplified the use of allegorical dramaturgy. However under Greeman‟s direction
the Dark Lady Players have gone on to demonstrate the religious allegorical systems in
other plays including Hamlet and As You Like It, suggesting that this is a systematic
characteristic of many of the Shakespearean plays. This would not be surprising since
traces of allegories being employed elsewhere on the English Renaissance stage include
the stage directions in John Wilson‟s plays, the administrative papers that describe the
symbolism of Gorbudoc (1561), and occasional accounts of audience reactions to
allegorical plays like The Cradle of Security (c. 1572) or the political allegory in The Game at
Chess (1624).
Any creative theatre company can find exciting new ways of staging the allegorical
plot and only in rare cases is it necessary to add an extra line or have a character make an
aside to the audience. For instance, in this production Puck made asides to the audience
during the death of Pyramus which gave the citations from the Gospels for the stabbing
in the side, the light disappearing, and the dice playing. It was, moreover, helpful to
have a talk by the dramaturge before the production to introduce the key ideas. It also
helped to have extensive signage in the lobby, significant pre-production press coverage,
and a more detailed programme note than usual. In future social media could be used to
inform some of the potential audience members in advance. By such means, the
allegorical meanings of A Midsummer Night’s Dream can be staged and revealed to an
audience, after remaining largely undetected for the last 400 years. However, some of
those meanings were perhaps noticed by what Gabriel Harvey called the “wiser sort”
among contemporary audiences.18 After all, MND is clearly a pastoral and any educated
Elizabethan knew that the pastoral genre was a rhetorical strategy designed to deceive.
4. Implications for Shakespearean Performance Theory
Unlike „high-concept‟ productions of Shakespeare which inflict confusing and
extraneous meanings upon the text – such as setting a play in outer space or in a
concentration camp or trying to allegorise President Obama‟s Washington – the
approach outlined in this essay uses dramaturgy to emphasise what appears to be the
original underlying meanings of the play. Those meanings could not have been
performed explicitly on the Elizabethan stage, since the playwright and all the actors
would have faced charges of heresy, which was why those meanings were concealed at
the allegorical level. Following the 1568 blasphemy laws, it was illegal to bring religion
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onto the stage at all, although this did not stop Christian doctrine from being “derided
and jested at in filthy plays on stages” as Philip Stubbes put it in his Anatomy of Abuses
(1583, cited in Courthope 1911, 388). But jests were one thing, a direct challenge to the
core premises of Christian history and doctrine would not have been tolerated. In
today‟s secularised culture, prosecution for heresy may no longer be a constraint, but an
audience cannot approach a play performance with the implicit knowledge that an
Elizabethan audience possessed. Such adaptations designed to explicitly reveal the
allegorical level therefore offer a way forward.
Allegorical performances are also one way to help bridge the current impasse in
performance criticism of Shakespeare. Until this production of MND, the only
significant allegorical productions of Shakespeare in modern times had been a handful of
English productions of Measure for Measure in the 1960s. However, allegorical
productions are only the latest instance of what J.L. Styan termed the “Shakespeare
Revolution.” He argued in 1977 that a number of modern critics were looking for a
return to the flexibility of Elizabethan performance, free of the pretence of realism and
“generating a stage action allegorical and symbolic” (5). That was not, however,
provided by the materialistic orientation of “original practices” at The Globe, and
allegorical theatre took another thirty years to re-appear. Now that it finally has, it
provides a new perspective on some of the issues raised recently by W.B. Worthen
(2007) and R.A. Foakes (2006) concerning the interpretation of Shakespearean
performance, and on the long standing debate about whether watching a performance
provides better insight into the plays than reading them. For when literary critics
comment upon how performance may convey little of the meaning of a Shakespearean
play they should be more precise: it is performance in accordance with the modern conventions
of realism that conveys very little of the underlying meaning of a Shakespearean play.
Reading is an act of interpretation. As Worthen suggests in his article “Reading
the Stage,” interpretations of Shakespeare are inevitably informed by performances, and
vice versa, perhaps more so than for any other playwright. The process of creating a
theatrical production begins with reading, interpreting, and finding ways in which to
express that interpretation. The interpretation‟s relationship to the text is determined by
local interests and ideology as well as by the reader‟s skills and understanding. As
Foakes implies, the text does not have a fixed set of meanings in itself, but the reader
can be equipped with the skill, time, knowledge and awareness to penetrate beneath the
surface, understand the underlying intra-textual and inter-textual references, and to
selectively construct a coherent system of meanings that can be expressed through the
theatrical conventions that the theatre and producer have established.
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The challenge for the director or dramaturge is to convey these to the rest of the
theatre company so that all can work together to communicate those meanings, thus
generating a “multi-leveled and fully aware mode of experience for an audience” (Styan
5). How successfully this can be done will vary with the culture, the time available, the
resources and skills of the company, as well as diverse nature of audiences. Perhaps not
many companies will devote the time and resources to doing an allegorical production.
Nonetheless, such productions potentially offer theatre companies new ways to
communicate deep layers of meaning in the text, and to combine textual authenticity
with the innovation that may persuade theatre audiences to watch yet another
production of a well-known classic.
In the absence of a letter from Shakespeare announcing an allegorical intention,
such as the one that Edmund Spenser wrote to Raleigh about the Fairie Queen, any
allegorical construction is speculative and is only one possible understanding of the play.
Nonetheless, the biblical allegory is balanced by accompanying classical and
contemporary allegories, as if in a harmonious piece of counterpoint. The advantage of
this approach is that it unifies Christian and classical contexts that were common in
Renaissance England, as well as being compatible with Renaissance literary theory and
stage practice. Explicitly allegorical productions today also have the advantage that they
can combine the depth and complexity of scholarly readings with the visual symbolism
and physicality of staging. Although allegorical readings are no longer fashionable in
literary criticism, they were very much part of Elizabethan culture. Today they offer
theatre companies and drama departments an exciting way to combine classical and
experimental approaches in rethinking Shakespearean performance.
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Notes
1

For example see Dunlap (1967), and Caldwell (1977).
See Vickers (1993), Levin (1974), and Levin (1979).
3
These allegories form the paradigmatic structure of the play as distinct from the surface syntagmatic
structure – the division into acts and scenes.
4
For instance, in the contemporary allegory the character Bottom has been identified as a comic
caricature of King James of Scotland (Taylor, 1973) or at least as a political allegory (Hunt, 2000). But
2
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there is also a classical allegory. As an animal-headed creature, whose name means the spool on which a
thread is wound, Bottom is also an allegory for the Minotaur, and is being watched by Theseus – before
whom he dies – implying that the play itself is the labyrinth. However, the contemporary and classical
allegories are minor in comparison to the major biblical allegory.
5
Chaucer provides not merely a source, but a system of allegorical connotative meaning, with Bottom
as a version of Sir Thopas, see Bethurum (1945).
6
“And at the time when the Holy One will raise the dead to life He will cause dew to descend upon
them from His head. By means of that dew all will rise from the dust . . .” The Zohar (1978), vol. 2, 21.
7
Atwill‟s Flavian model of Christian origins in Caesar’s Messiah (2005) was greeted by Rod Blackhirst at
Bendigo University as an “ice-breaking contribution”; by J. Harold Ellens at the University of Michigan
as “innovative” and “radically unconventional”; and by Robert Eisenman at the Institute for the Study
of Judeo-Christian Origins at California State University as “challenging and provocative.” The Atwill
model is supported by earlier research by Agnew who argued that the Gospel of Mark was composed
for presentation to the Flavian family, and by Dungan who thought the Flavians gave direct
encouragement to its composition. See Farmer (1983), 440 and 491. So far it has not been adequately
countered. Further developments, such as Dennis MacDonald‟s book The Homeric Epics and the Gospel of
Mark on the Gospels as literary documents incorporating Homeric material, make Atwill‟s model
increasingly plausible.
8
As Marlowe told Simon Aldrich. Papers of Henry Oxinden, London, British Library, Add. MS 28012
ff. 514-5, quoted by Kuriyama 159.
9
Thomas Beard, The Theatre of God’s Judgments (1597), book. 1 ch. 25, 148.
10
These were previously outlined in Hudson (2009a).
11
The most famous member of this family was the experimental poet Amelia Bassano Lanier, the socalled „dark lady‟ of the Sonnets. See Hudson (2009b).
12
It is used in Richard Johnson, The Most Famous History of the Seauen Champions of Christendom (1596). 50.
13
See note 10 above.
14
Josephus para. 420.
15
For a history of performance see Halio (2003) and Griffiths (1996).
16
See the review by Amini (2008).
17
Jenny Greeman, quoted in George Stevenson “The Dark Lady Players‟ Midsummer.” New York
Theatre Wire, <http://www.nytheatre-wire.com/gs07031t.htm> [accessed 5 September 2010].
18
In a manuscript note made on his copy of Speight‟s edition of Chaucer (1598), 194.
All production photographs are copyright of Jonathan Slaff. All line references are from the Arden
edition edited by Harold Brooks.
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David Edgar, How Plays Work: A Practical Guide to Playwriting
(Nick Hern, 2009), pp. 228
Reviewed by HEATHER JEFFREY
M.Phil. candidate in Playwriting Studies, University of Birmingham
In person David Edgar is an imposing figure, having height, „stage‟ presence, and an
obvious confidence in his knowledge of theatre. It is Edgar who founded the first
playwriting studies course at the University of Birmingham in 1989. His plays include
Destiny, Maydays, Pentecost and Playing with Fire, and an adaptation of Nicholas Nickleby for
the RSC. With these credentials it is no surprise that Edgar‟s book title How Plays Work
seems to suggest that he believes in his own hubris, a thought which is immediately
dispelled in his “Beginnings” chapter. Edgar cuttingly refers to “the British cult of the
crusty amateur; that prejudice which in the theatre, is expressed in the belief that while
actors can benefit from training, directors and writers are supposed to acquire their skills
telepathically” (xii). He then acknowledges that “there is undoubtedly a danger that
books like this will encourage mechanical and formalistic writing” but argues that
“playwriting is an activity subject to the constraints of reason” (xv).
Edgar addresses this question of reason by first explaining his belief in parallels
between story lines. He suggests, for example, that the stories of King Lear and
Cinderella have much in common: “Two sisters are unjustly preferred over a third sister.
Despite their efforts, the younger sister marries into royalty and her wicked sisters are
confounded” (3). Edgar calls these structures the “skeleton.” Everybody shares a
common structure of bones but we all have a very different physical appearance.
Without our bones we would be “indistinguishable heaps of blubber on the floor” (5).
Edgar suggests that “without this kind of common architecture the uniqueness of the
playwright‟s vision will be invisible” (5).
Edgar wants his reader to observe that as human beings we automatically look for
similarities between narratives, and this leads him on to a discussion of how an audience
seeks “plausibility,” “coherence” and to “judge a play by certain conventions” (8). It is
important to have awareness that an audience has prior knowledge of how a drama,
tragedy or comedy, and all its subgenres work because the playwright can then choose to
confound or fulfil their expectations. This leads on to Edgar‟s later chapter on film and
other media in which he closely describes how knowledge of romantic comedies,
thrillers and other modern genres are important to the work of playwrights, simply
because the audience already has these models in mind.
In addition to his chapters on “Audience” and “Genre,” there are sections on
Actions, Character, Structure, Scenes and Devices. These overlap as Edgar continues his
anatomy of how plays work by describing the differences between story and plot, scenes
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and format, role and character. He discusses the building blocks of plays and how
scenes work. Then he shows how devices – “smaller mechanisms, within scenes or
between them – manipulate time and space in order to draw attention to common
patterns” (201).
Edgar‟s choice of examples are largely from the British theatrical grand narrative,
from Shakespeare via the Restoration, Sheridan and Shaw to the flowering of new drama
since the Second World War. He also refers to some of the classical Greeks, a lot of
Ibsen and Chekhov as well as Brecht and Arthur Miller, texts which generally are wellknown in Britain. This helps enormously in understanding the concepts discussed.
Edgar employs a wide variety of quotes from George Burns to Oscar Wilde, John Cleese
to Max Stafford-Clark; these give the book substance, whilst sometimes offering
contradictory insights and some humour. Edgar‟s own writing has tremendous pace,
assuming, as it does, that the reader has some focused knowledge of the theatre. Very
occasionally it slows down to include a metaphor such as „feet of clay‟ or colloquialism
such as „come-uppance,‟ but it rarely loses its sense of purpose.
Edgar began his book with a kind of apology. By the end of the book he has lost
this timidity stating that “plays themselves work within recognisable and predictable
structures and patterns, providing expectations which the audience brings with them into
the playhouse, whether we like it or not” (202). It is his answer to those who appear to
think that rules cannot be applied to great plays of depth and uniqueness. Other authors
of books on playwriting have ignored the question of whether playwriting should be
taught, and assumed that there is something to be learned but each has his own angle:
Paul Castagno‟s New Playwriting Strategies (2001) has a language based approach to
playwriting; Alan Ayckbourn‟s The Crafty Art of Playmaking (2002) uses only examples
from his own work; Tim Fountain‟s So You Want to be a Playwright? (2007) has a large
practical section on agents, theatres and production processes; and Martin Meisel‟s book,
also entitled How Plays Work (2007), places the emphasis on reading plays. For anyone
who is concerned about the possibility of Edgar‟s book leading to formulaic writing,
Edgar proves the point that it is a book to encourage a writer of plays to become a
playwright, by acquiring the craft to have mastery over his art.
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Geoff Pevere et al., Steve Gravestock and Kate Lawrie Van de Ven (eds.), Toronto on Film
(Toronto International Film Festival, 2009) pp. 192
Reviewed by WILL SMITH
Ph.D. candidate in Canadian Literature, University of Nottingham
Toronto on Film explores an area which has received little attention in Canadian film
scholarship, despite the city’s prominent role in the Canadian film industry. Discussing
both the history of Toronto filmmaking and the representation of the city on film, this
guide is a striking collaboration. Published by the Toronto International Film Festival
(TIFF) and distributed by Wilfrid Laurier University Press, it contains the work of eleven
different contributors. Piers Handling, as current director of the TIFF, takes both the
foreword and introduction before giving way to essays by Geoff Pevere, Justin D.
Edwards, Wyndham Wise, Brenda Longfellow, Matthew Hays and Steve Gravestock.
The book ends with a list of notable Toronto films, each with brief notes from
additional contributors Chris Kennedy, Kathryn MacKay, Magali Simard and Tammy
Stone. Intended to function as a glossary, this proves an invaluable addendum to the
essay discussions which move at a fast pace across the local cinematic cityscape.
Piers Handling’s introduction sets out a compelling trajectory of the visual and
textual representation of cities. In documenting Toronto’s history of self-representation,
Handling suggests that early twentieth-century Toronto literature was slow to engage
with the city. Referring to Morley Callaghan’s Strange Fugitive (1928), Handling positions
the writer as “the first novelist to deploy Toronto as an imaginative space” (4); however,
it should be noted that the city had already appeared in many fictions – some notable
examples are Robert Barr’s Measure of the Rule (1907), Suzanne Marny’s Tales of Old Toronto
(1909) and Isabel Ecclestone McKay’s Mist of Morning (1919). This is no small point.
Callaghan’s literary Toronto is deployed seriously in Handling’s essay, and the volume at
large, to historicise the tendency of text and film to contain only tentative reference to
Toronto. Despite Handling’s further reference to Callaghan’s short stories as source
material for the film Now That April’s Here (1958), these two useful references seem scant
justification for reprinting Justin D. Edwards’ compelling essay on Callaghan from its
original appearance in an issue of Studies in Canadian Literature in 1998. Given Edwards’
sole focus on one Toronto novel, the essay’s inclusion as the volume’s third essay
disrupts the discussion of Toronto on film.
Handling suggests that the collection’s central concept originated from media
commentator and critic Geoff Pevere, whose own essay “Flickering City: Toronto on
Film until 2002” explains the need for this retrospective. Drawing upon the shock of
the TIFF audience reaction to seeing the CN Tower in Bollywood/Hollywood (2002),
Pevere dwells on the significance of Toronto seeing itself on film. Acknowledging the
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city’s history of film production, Pevere contextualises Toronto’s physical appearance in
film, plotting a vacillating course from the enclosed, often anonymous, micro narratives
of apartment buildings and streets to the distinct mythologising of neighbourhoods and
landmarks. Pevere’s story of Toronto film, as with Canadian cinema as a whole, is a
mixture of documentary and feature filmmaking. These two genres overlap in an
extended discussion of the quintessential sixties Toronto film Goin’ Down the Road (1969).
Don Shebib’s film gives Pevere a chance to ruminate on film’s place as a social
document of Toronto, noting the dramatic changes the city has seen. Pevere’s whistle
stop tour of Toronto film does a satisfying job of introducing key moments in cinema
despite his acknowledgement that the city itself “is virtually unrecognizable from one
generation to the next” (32).
Wyndham Wise’s essay “Up from the Underground” builds on the picture drawn
by Pevere, elaborating on the history of local film co-operatives. Wise shows how many
prominent Canadian directors were fostered through these local schemes, highlighting
the development of Shebib, Ivan Reitman, Mort Ransen and David Cronenberg. Brenda
Longfellow’s contribution examines a wider context to the discussion of Toronto
filmmakers which sits somewhat apart from the close focus on the city in other essays.
Whilst trying to describe the local, national and international flows present, exploring
Toronto cinema under the broader terms of Ontario cinema or English Canadian
cinema diffuses the focus. Matthew Hays’ close study of four Toronto films and their
queering of urban space is a timely link to contemporary scholarship on queer Canadian
cinema. The essay also builds on discussions elsewhere in the volume of Winter Kept Us
Warm (1965) and When Night is Falling (1995). Steve Gravestock’s conclusion returns us
to the contemporary period, reflecting neatly on how the varied tropes of urban isolation
and celebration are seen in recent Toronto cinema. This essay highlights the current
vitality of Toronto documentary and feature filmmaking. Gravestock points to Monkey
Warfare (2006) and Last Call at the Gladstone Hotel (2007) as particularly attentive films in
responding to the local effects of development.
As a guide to Toronto film, the volume is essential reading. Although uneven in
content, the collaborative nature of the book allows a valuable forum for highlighting
the different factors which have shaped the city’s sense of itself on screen. As is the case
with much Canadian cinema, the reader may often despair at the lack of distribution or
access to the films referenced in the text. Nevertheless, studies such as this provide
essential scholarship on the long filmic conversations a city has with itself.
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Mallan, Kerry, Gender Dilemmas in Children’s Fiction
(London and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), pp. 240.
Reviewed by ALEXIS A. HEIT
Ph.D. candidate in Education, University of Birmingham
In 1977 the children‟s book The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tiler by Gene Kemp became an
immediate success, appealing to broad readerships. The narrative follows the adventures
of twelve-year old Tyke who is reckless, smart, and always in trouble. However, a
significant twist takes place in the final chapter when it is revealed that Tyke is actually a
girl. Kemp deliberately avoided using gendered pronouns and gave Tyke a genderneutral first name. Readers thus assumed that they were reading about a boy‟s
adventures. Kerry Mallan employs this example to encourage discourse about gender
and the dilemmas that surround gender and sexuality in children‟s fiction.
Mallan analyses certain key dilemmas taking place between opposing arguments
that deal with traditional gendered-subject opinions and new theorised relations. She
thus intends to examine children‟s literature in response to both traditional and recently
constructed gender relations, since gender constructs significantly shape how children
perceive the world. Mallan defines gender dilemma as “a state of things in which evils or
obstacles present themselves on every side, and it is difficult to determine what course to
pursue; a vexatious alternative of predicament; a difficult choice or position” (x). In her
introduction, the author confirms the need to reassess the meaning of „gender‟ due to
the flexibility of the definition and its varied use in theories such as feminism and queer
theory, especially with respect to the issues of characters‟ agency and the ways in which
writers subvert specific themes by tackling gender roles in fiction. The arguments for
this new gender approach are explored by Professor Mallan in the present book with
specific regard to their importance in children‟s literature, by imagining the ways in
which children view the world and their place in it.
In a chapter entitled “Desire, Pleasure, and Romance: Post Feminism and Other
Desires,” Mallan explores the classic description of children‟s literature, the
Bildungsroman, in order to portray the rite of passage into adulthood and compare it
with the „coming out‟ of gay and lesbian fiction. Sexual identity and gender connected
even in children‟s literature as a form of acceptance of differences between people or
characters in stories shaped by the post-feminist movement. The post-feminist
movement of the 1980s pushed female protagonists into the main character positions
not only in cinema and television but also in children‟s literature, in an attempt to invert
the previously dominating gender hierarchy. This hierarchical shift has continued and
has since been applied to characters in older texts which have been adapted into
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relatively recent films featuring strong female protagonists, such as those in The Chronicles
of Narnia and particularly in the strong female heroines of Disney‟s movies.
Following the chapter on post-feminism, Mallan moves into the “Beauty
Dilemma” with a quote by Francette Pacteau, “No woman escapes „beauty.‟
Unavoidably, from her earliest years, beauty will be either attributed or denied to her. If
she does not have it, she may hope to gain it; if she possesses it, she will certainly lose it.
But what exactly is „beauty‟?” (59). In this chapter, Mallan suggests that beauty is a
difficult feature of gender identity and often comes at a price. This section of the book
argues that fantasy often accrues an economic value. Children‟s literature originally
perceived beauty as a means to distinguish between good and evil. Fairy tales aimed at
children have shown for centuries that being ugly is the equivalent of being evil and have
thus created an appearance-based consciousness of evil. Children‟s literature has not
only embraced the idea that strong female characters can be accepted, but has also
indicated that beauty is dependent on the acceptance of a girl‟s body by herself. Authors
have shown that while there is an ugly side to beauty, the myth surrounding it is
reproduced mainly through the manipulation of other cultural constructs. In some
contemporary literature, the idealised fantasy that beauty will bring about eternal
happiness is of less importance than the knowledge and acceptance of differences,
especially in terms of the development of strong female protagonists.
Kerry Mallan‟s study thoroughly engages with the complex issue of gender in
children‟s literature. The book delves into the meanings behind those debatable subjects
in children‟s literature that play a significant part in defining characters and issues that
need to be addressed. Mallan challenges the portrayal of beauty and sexual identity in
the way children read literature and how it affects their everyday lives. The identities in
children‟s literature which Mallan has highlighted prove that the influence of society and
commercialism play a much larger role than originally acknowledged in the fields of
literature, children‟s development, and education as a whole. This study is enlightening
to those fascinated by children‟s literature and also to those interested in gender, identity,
education, and contemporary cultural influence on young people.
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Royden Loewen and Gerald Friesen, Immigrants in Prairie Cities: Ethnic Diversity in
Twentieth-Century Canada
(University of Toronto Press, 2009), pp. 257
Reviewed by ANDREEA RALUCA TOPOR CONSTANTIN
Ph.D. candidate in Canadian Studies, University of Bucharest, Romania
“A strange place it was, that place where the world began. A place of incredible
happenings, splendours and revelations, despairs like multitudinous pits of isolated hells. A
place of shadow-spookiness, inhabited by the unknowable dead. A place of jubilation and
of mourning, horrible and beautiful. It was, in fact, a small prairie town.” (Laurence 237)

Remembering Margaret Laurence‟s essay I cannot help associating Immigrants in Prairie
Cities with the above quotation, this work presenting the prairie as the sum of all the
characteristics above and even more, as a “a story about people meeting people” (5).
However, in order to follow a geographical perspective, it should be mentioned that
while Laurence‟s writing focuses on the small fictional town of Manawaka, the present
book concentrates on the largest cities of the region: Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton,
Regina and Saskatoon, on their incredible ethnic diversity and their numerous
immigration waves.
The connection I made between these two works is not at all accidental.
Immigrants in Prairie Cities touches upon theoretical concepts already associated with
Canada: migration and diaspora, “„new‟ vs. „old‟ Canadians” (176), multiculturalism and
cultural diversity, history and nation-in-the-making, and race and ethnicity. Yet it also
“draws on a corpus of [original] scholarly research” (5), involving history, geography,
legislation, sociology, statistics, literature, memoirs, and pieces of direct immigrant
experience extracted from interviews. The histories of two families in particular provide
case studies which are analysed in detail: Saul Cherniack‟s Russian-Jewish ancestry and
Masako Kawata‟s Japanese roots. Their stories stand as representative of other
communities of Canadian immigrants. Although Laurence is not mentioned among the
literary sources of the book, the authors of this study opted for other physical
descriptions of the prairie and of the people inhabiting it from works by John Marlyn,
Adele Wiseman and Gabrielle Roy, as well as John Tooth‟s memoirs.
The book is a useful and exhaustive examination of the particular role of prairie
cities “in the making of regional and national history” (3). Structured chronologically, it
covers a period of one hundred years, from 1900 to the late 1990s, from the first
contacts between immigrants and established Canadians to multicultural contemporary
Canada, thus demonstrating that the diversity and liveliness of these cities offered “a
distinct variation on the Canadian model of cultural diversity” (3).
Royden Loewen and Gerald Friesen suggest that the two concepts which they
approach, “ethnic webs” and “dynamic boundary zones” (4), are mainly evident in
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“webs of significance,” that is, in “the manner in which the immigrants made sense of
their new worlds as they looked outward from their ethnic communities” (175-76). The
first part gives us an overview of the “vital community” (13) placed at the centre of the
immigrants‟ stories, a community where family dynamics, gender tensions, religious
beliefs and ethnic associations offered the immigrant “a staging ground for integration”
(32). The above concepts are fully explained in the introduction: the “ethnic web” draws
on Clifford Geertz‟s idea of culture as “webs of significance” (1973) and the “boundary
zone” refers to the imaginary line between settled residents and immigrant groups, thus
combining Fredrik Barth‟s “social boundary” (1969) and Homi Bhabha‟s “third space”
(1994).
The second part, covering the period between the 1940s and 1960s, shifts to
Alberta and Saskatchewan and explores the changes brought about the discovery of oil,
potash and uranium in the region. Furthermore, two distinctive groups of newcomers
reached Canada after the Second World War, consisting mainly of “highly educated
European refugees . . . and Eastern bloc communism” victims (57), who settled in the
smaller but no less important cities of Edmonton, Calgary, Regina and Saskatoon. The
authors add to these immigrants the second and third-generation farmers who were
pushed to look for jobs in the cities by the terrible events of the 1930s, the drought and
the Depression.
From my point of view, the strongest section of the book is chapter four which
focuses on the particular aspects of accommodating Jews, Japanese, Icelanders, Germans
and Mennonites in Winnipeg. The incredible comparisons between these groups, the
variety of sources used to testify statements, and the concision of the analysis, provide
an image of a historical period of twenty years in a nutshell.
In the third part, the authors come full circle, bringing us to more recent times
and to global and transnational issues. The early 1970s witnessed the first talks on
multiculturalism, government-funded aid for ethnic groups and common cultural
citizenship for all Canadians, whether „old‟ or „new.‟ Again, I was impressed with
chapter five, similar in structure to chapter four in its equal consideration of several
ethnic minorities, but this time comparing new waves of immigrants from Asia, Africa
and the Americas, who chose Calgary and Edmonton as their new residence.
Overall, this study gives the reader a clear insight into what prairie urban society
meant across decades. I would like to reiterate that this is an innovative outlook on the
prairie, a place commonly perceived as the wilderness, or as a rural, agricultural,
undeveloped, strict and unwelcoming region in Canada. Offering a new perspective on
the diversity of these five prairie cities constitutes “a noteworthy chapter in the Canadian
story of immigration” (175). If we want to summarise the importance of these places it
can be said that they are “pluralistic” in nature, marked by “continued [economic]
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growth” and continuous immigration waves, but open to “creative exchanges within and
amongst the ethnic groups, and between newcomers and established Canadians” (175).
Racism was also present in the prairies, as elsewhere in Canada, therefore related issues
are not neglected by the authors.
From a scholarly perspective, each chapter constructively concludes with a
reiteration of its main concerns. In addition, there are references to a wide range of
books in the field which focus on particular groups of immigrants, while the book itself
attempts to cover as many communities as possible, for example, African Americans,
Britons, Caribbean, Chinese, Dutch, Filipinos, Germans, Icelanders, Italians, Japanese,
Jews, Poles, Ukrainians and Vietnamese. Interestingly, recent dissertations, research
theses and unpublished manuscripts are also quoted throughout the study, thus
demonstrating the thorough investigation of the young research team of post-doctoral
and graduate students who assisted the two authors.
Whether interested in the prairies, in a particular ethnic group, or in Canadian
immigration policies, or just curious to know what Canada means, Immigrants in Prairie
Cities will be a useful supplement to both young researchers and experts in the field.
Allow me to conclude this review with somebody else‟s thoughts on this book,
one of the student research assistants mentioned in the Acknowledgements, Dora
Dueck. For a person directly involved in Canadian life and in the creation of the book,
another aspect mattered when reading it, its human touch: “I‟ve lived in three prairie
cities and am the granddaughter of immigrants to the prairies, so it felt more than
theoretical to me at many points.”1
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Jennifer A. Miskov, Silver to Gold: A Journey of Young Revolutionaries
(Silver to Gold, 2009), pp. 138
Reviewed by LISA KRANZER
M.Phil. candidate in Medieval Studies, University of Birmingham
Jennifer A. Miskov, the author of Silver to Gold: A Journey of Young Revolutionaries, dedicates
her book “to those who have stepped into the infinite abyss of uncertainty to follow
their hearts” (i). This is a sentiment that is present throughout the course of the story
which is centred on the journey of a young woman named Desire, a character who has
to overcome countless challenges while keeping faith in her dream in order to make this
dream come true. Silver to Gold clearly belongs to the genre of inspirational fiction and
aims to create a “Desire” in its readers to always strive for the best. The book is divided
into three parts, each representing a step in Desire’s journey towards the fulfilment of
her dream. A prologue introduces the reader to the main characters and their situation.
Desire and her group of friends, the Young Revolutionaries, are surrounded by the army
of King Laird, whose land they are attempting to flee. It is only through a lucky
coincidence that they yet manage to escape and begin their journey towards the Silver
Mountains and the Golden Pastures beyond.
In the first stage of their journey, the Young Revolutionaries struggle with their
own fears of failure and have to learn that they can only progress if they meet the
challenges that are thrown in their way. Desire’s own struggle is to overcome her fear of
the unknown and find the faith within her to reach her goal – the Golden Pastures – no
matter what. This faith is first tested when her friend Dawn decides to settle on one of
the Silver Mountains, rather than continue the journey. Desire is compelled to learn to
understand Dawn’s choice to settle for less than she could have, while not losing her
own new found conviction to strive for the best.
This theme of the temptation of the comfortable and mediocre is further explored
in the second part of the book. The pull of it on Desire is much stronger in this chapter
than in the previous one. This time Sam, Desire’s boyfriend, is trying to persuade her to
remain on one of the Silver Mountains and forsake her dream. Desire not only needs to
hold on to her faith in the Golden Pastures, but has to question whether this faith is
stronger than her other dream of having a family. She needs to decide what her real
dream is. After much agonising, “I thought that following the Legend would bring
fulfilment and happiness, yet I suddenly feel more lost and confused than when I
started” (81), Desire finds the answer. She continues to strive for the best, the Golden
Pastures.
These she finally reaches, with just a few of the Young Revolutionaries that had
started out on the journey with her, in the third part of the book. Once living in the
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Golden Pastures, Desire seems to have realised her dream, but the loss of so many of
her friends on the way nags at her. Along with some of the Young Revolutionaries that
had already joined Desire on her journey towards the Golden Pastures, she now sets out
from them back towards the Silver and Bronze Mountains to persuade those that were
lost on the journey to take it up again, and not settle for silver when they could have
gold.
This is the core message of Miskov’s book, conveyed in not very subtle allegory.
Silver to Gold is essentially an inspirational story rather than a genuine novel, or novella as
the book is quite short. It obviously takes its inspiration from Christian motifs and the
entire arc of the story is strongly reminiscent of the biblical description of the Israelites’
journey through the desert towards the Promised Land. Miskov does depart from her
source enough though to create a story that is independent and adds interest to it by
constructing it around a strong central female character. Desire’s choice to forsake a
secure family life in order to follow her dream is the book’s most intriguing moment. It
is a radical departure from conventional narratives which usually determine the happy
family as the ultimate desire of any female character. In this story, the female rejects this
socially constructed dream in order to follow her own. Unfortunately, this brave and
radical choice is not explored any further since Miskov concentrates her entire literary
effort on conveying the central message of not settling for anything less than the best,
rather than on character development. Silver to Gold does hint at some very pertinent
questions regarding an individual’s struggles with life’s obstacles, but does not allow its
characters to really explore these, as it is too concerned with its own central message.
Therefore it will only appeal to an audience wanting to hear such a message.
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BORDERLINES XIV: “CODICES AND CODIFICATION”
EMILY ROZIER and MIKE RUSH
In April 2010 the annual
Borderlines
postgraduate
medievalists‟ conference once again
gave early stage researchers the
opportunity to give papers in a
welcoming atmosphere.
This
year‟s
was
the
fourteenth conference, and saw a
return to Queen‟s University
Belfast, at which Borderlines was
founded in 1996 by then
postgraduates Stephen Kelly and Jason O‟Rourke. The organisers aimed to bring
together postgraduates working on the Middle Ages in Ireland and the United Kingdom
and to thereby form the basis of an interdisciplinary peer network which crossed
institutional and geographical boundaries. Borderlines has often attracted a strong
international element, offering participants an opportunity to gain insight into current
medieval research from around the world.
The theme for this year‟s event was “Codices and Codification,” which prompted
papers from disciplines as varied as law, linguistics, theology, archaeology, film, history
and literature, and discussing periods from the Iron Age to the Early Modern.
The programme opened with a session on transgression, including papers on the
legal context of revenge tragedies and some post-watershed murder pamphlets. After
lunch and the first of many refreshment-based networking opportunities, the second
panel discussed the codification of piety. Topics included female devotional roles, the
rhetorical construction of religious communities and Renaissance ideals of motherhood.
The day finished with a look at concepts of kingship and twelfth-century judicial politics,
followed by a wine reception kindly provided by the Society for the Study of Medieval
Languages and Literature. All participants were sure to make thorough, prolonged and
increasingly convivial use of the networking opportunities afforded therein.
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The University of Birmingham
took the unusual step of proposing an
entire panel (including chair) for
consideration by the conference
organisers,
which
was
happily
accepted. Our session was entitled
“Co-Defining Individuality: Identities
within Established Traditions” and had
the pleasure of opening the second
day. The panel consisted of three
Ph.D. candidates from the English
department. Sarah Macmillan gave a paper on the asceticism of Henry Suso, Emily
Rozier spoke about sumptuary codification of the individual, and Anna Gottschall, who
stoically took on the role of organiser, presented on the Pater Noster. The panel was
followed by a lively question and answer session, chaired by Mike Rush.
The programme continued with a somewhat heated discussion of the relationship
between orality and literacy in medieval Ireland, prompted by stimulating papers on
Ogham stones and on oral „texts‟. After lunch, the conference turned its attention to
„auditory piety,‟ religious space in The Book of Margery Kempe, medieval street drama and
film representations of Martin Luther. Day two finished with a Bede-fest, considering
his use of animals and the natural world, and the liminality of his Life of St Wilfrid.
In the evening conference goers reconvened in a private (and rather swanky)
function room at a nearby restaurant for the much anticipated conference dinner. In
true medievalists‟ fashion, no avenue for networking and the heated exchange of ideas
was left untraversed, and the evening continued into the early hours.
Despite such revelries, the last day of the conference was well attended and
matched the calibre of the previous
panels. It opened with a session on
manuscript culture, asking „what can a
Byzantine manuscript tell?‟ and „who is
listening to MS Junius 11?‟
The
conference closed with studies of the
codification of Chaucer and Lydgate,
the marginal glosses of the Regement of
Princes (by Birmingham Medieval
Studies M.Phil. graduate Elisabeth
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Kempf) and, finally, medieval domestic religious practice.
Borderlines is a conference that never disappoints, offering an ideal forum for the
first-time conference attendee to gain experience and for the more seasoned to try out
new material in a friendly and constructive environment. This year‟s conference was
made possible by the tireless efforts of Queen‟s University Ph.D. student Elizabeth
Scarborough, to whom we would like to extend our warmest thanks. We are also grateful
for the financial support provided by the College of Arts and Law Research and Travel
Support Competition Fund. It is as yet unknown to whom the host‟s mantle will pass
for Borderlines XV in 2011, but we hope to see you there!

THE HILTON SHEPHERD POSTGRADUATE SYMPOSIUM 2010
CORY HAZLEHURST and EMMA SOUTHON

The Hilton Shepherd Postgraduate Centre for Medieval Studies held its annual
Postgraduate Symposium on Friday, 19 March 2010. The conference was entitled
“What Period Is It Anyway? Negotiating Periodisation in Medieval Studies” and
focused on the uses and abuses of rigid periodisation across disciplines. This year the
conference was shorter than usual, consisting of two sessions during the afternoon, so
that delegates could attend the excellent preceding lecture by Monty Python‟s Terry
Jones on the Barbarians, which was organised by the Centre for the Study of the Middle
Ages (CeSMA).
In the first of the afternoon‟s two panels, three high-quality twenty-minute papers
were presented by students from outside the University of Birmingham and chaired by
Carol Southworth. Anna Turnbull from the University of Liverpool gave a paper on the
Wandalgarius Codex, a Carolingian manuscript of a collection of Merovingian works
compiled by the eighth-century scribe Wandalgarius. She demonstrated that this
manuscript, despite its mainly legal content, privileges the measuring of time by a
Christian, Biblical chronology over the secular chronology of kings‟ reigns which
modern scholars tend to prefer. Janice Musson from the University of Nottingham
argued that the legal reforms introduced by Henry II in 1166 could have made an even
greater impact on ordinary people than the Norman Conquest. In particular, she
focused on the concept of nouvel disseisin (i.e. the recent dispossession of property) and
on the reforms which made it possible for victims to challenge it in the courts. She
argued that such reforms made a far greater and further reaching impact on the daily
lives of ordinary citizens than the events of 1066.
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Special mention should be given to Hicham Boutaleb from the University of
Warwick who approached the topic of periodisation from the perspective of the global
historian, with a special interest in the medieval Islamic world. Hicham argued that the
concept of „the Middle Ages‟ is inherently euro-centric and heavily oriented on Western
and Northern Europe. He further demonstrated that viewing early-medieval Western
Europe from the outside, rather than from the inside, resulted in a wholly different
perspective both on world history and the place of the European „Middle Ages‟ within
that wider scope.
After a break for tea and biscuits, we reconvened for the second panel of the
afternoon. This was a round-table discussion headed by three University of Birmingham
postgraduates, Emily Rozier, Mike Rush and Helen Hunter, which touched on a number
of issues. The three panellists gave a brief presentation on the merits or otherwise of
periodisation in their particular research, and then we opened to contributions from the
floor. It was a spirited debate, which covered a number of topics, including the notion
of self-identification in discreet periods, the uses and abuses of popular history in fiction
and non-fiction, and the effects of reliance on government and external funding sources
on the parameters of the academic study of history and literature. The discussion was
lively – and at times rather heated – and consequently overran by a considerable time,
which we, as organisers, took as a sign of great success!
Around 25 delegates attended from all over the UK (and beyond) and the Hilton
Shepherd Symposium once again achieved an interdisciplinary atmosphere and included
postgraduates working in medieval history and medieval English. We would like to
extend our heartfelt thanks to all the attendees for their participation and especially to
our speakers for their fascinating and illuminating papers. We are further grateful to
Hicham for flying over to Birmingham from Prague just so that he could present his
paper at the University. Particular thanks are also due to the Roberts Training Fund for
their financial support which allowed us to ensure that the day was free to attend, to the
EMREM forum committee and to Deborah Kerr whose help was invaluable on the day.
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THE FIFTH ANNUAL QUADRIVIUM SYMPOSIUM
ANNA GOTTSCHALL
The fifth annual Quadrivium
Symposium was hosted at the
University of Leicester, in
collaboration
with
the
University of Birmingham, on
4 and 5 November 2009. The
event focused upon the
training of doctoral students
working in the field of English
medieval textual cultures
through a combination of
seminars, workshops and
networking initiatives. The event was convened by Dr Orietta da Rold on behalf of the
Medieval Manuscripts Research Consortium (an inter-university team of researchers who
share information on funded projects relating to medieval manuscript studies and
sponsor the Ph.D. training programme Quadrivium) and subsidised by the University of
Leicester Graduate School, the University of Birmingham, and the English Association.
Eleven facilitators from universities including Leicester, Glasgow, Queen‟s Belfast,
Nottingham, St Andrews, Leeds, Birmingham and Cambridge ran six sessions for
approximately twenty-five students. Doctoral candidates were first invited to introduce
their own research projects and to consider the benefits of attending training and
networking sessions. Subsequent sessions explored research methodologies and the
importance of working with primary sources, whether local archives, manuscripts or
early printed books, and discussed the transition from Ph.D. to postdoctoral work,
including making grant applications, contributing to and proposing major research
projects. The final sessions addressed the practical issues of academic or alternative
careers for doctoral students who might wish to leave the academic world, including law,
publishing, librarianships and opportunities in the museums and heritage sector. The
Symposium also facilitated networking in a relaxed atmosphere which appeared
conducive in forging links between the institutions at the wine reception and Indian
meal.
The Quadrivium Programme was established with Arts and Humanities Research
Council funding to enhance medieval English textual studies through inclusive
consideration of language, palaeography, codicology, textual criticism and editorial
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practices.
It will continue to
provide training for Ph.D. students
who are registered in UK
universities on doctorates in
medieval studies with the sixth
Quadrivium Symposium due to be
held at the University of York in
2010.
The website for the 2009 Symposium remains
online at www2.le.ac.uk/ departments/
english/quadrivium

“POETIC HAUNTINGS”:
A CROSS-HISTORICAL POETRY SYMPOSIUM
MARY WARD and TIM O‟MARA
The Birmingham Poetry Research group held a Symposium on Wednesday 28 April
2010 at what it is hoped will become an annual event. Approximately thirty staff and
students gathered to hear six papers, presented by staff and postgraduate students. The
poems discussed were very wide ranging, from an anonymous carol of the early-fifteenth
century to a mid-twentieth-century sonnet by W.H. Auden. Grouped around the theme
of „poetic hauntings,‟ the papers particularly concentrated on close-textual analysis of the
texts under discussion.
Marion Thain opened the proceedings by welcoming everyone and explaining that
the aim of the Poetry Research Group, as well as that of the afternoon, is to ensure that,
in an English department as large and diverse as that at the University of Birmingham,
everyone is given a chance to widen their own horizons by hearing the work of others
and, in particular, to cross boundaries such as those of time and style. The programme
therefore deliberately mixed papers about poems from different time periods as well as
those with varying style and function.
The first panel, ably chaired by Sarah Parker, opened with Steve Ellis and his
paper on the prefatory sonnet “To E. M. Forster” and considered the way in which it
unites form and function. Despite the use of a determinedly simple vocabulary, it yet
manages to celebrate the sonnet form and to incorporate allusions to Forster‟s work
which give it a particular historical perspective: the complicity of Europe in a fascist war
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has driven the shades of Forster‟s Edwardians from his particular Eden. Mary Ward
followed with an examination of the text of an anonymous carol which survives only as
an addition to a fourteenth-century manuscript and is little known. Her analysis revealed
the subtleties of meaning in what seems at first sight a beguilingly simple lyric: the
„poetic haunting‟ of the commonplace world of motherhood by the divine nature of the
Christ-child. The third paper of this panel was a consideration of a speech from
Marlowe‟s Doctor Faustus by Hugh Adlington, examining the biblical allusions and
references especially in relation to the altered, and slightly later, „B‟ text of the work,
produced when censorship might have been considered to dictate the amendments. The
hauntings here examined were the biblical resonances of the speech, and how the
doomed man‟s cries would have been heard by contemporary audiences as deluded
blasphemies
Natalie Jones was an equally able chair for the second panel which opened with
Anthea Ingham discussing Swinburne‟s “Sapphics”; comparing his use of the ghostly
figures of Aphrodite and Sappho with the treatment of them by Sappho, in the original
Greek, and Baudelaire in his poem “Lesbos.” The reworking of these themes, through
the medium of three different languages, reveals a complex web of hauntings by both
the texts and their treatment by these different authors. Katy Birch gave the second
paper, which demonstrated just how much the ideas and vocabulary of Darwin‟s “The
Descent of Man” influenced the re-telling of the old Hungarian legend of the Willi by
Mathilde Blind in the latter part of the nineteenth century. It was left to David Griffith
to present the final paper, appropriately entitled “The Graveyard Slot: Meditations on
the Tomb of Ralph, Lord Cromwell, (c. 1450),” in which he discussed the relations
between the importance of context, the various functions that such a text might have
had and the way in which the ideas contained in it were disseminated.
All six papers produced questions from the audience and points were raised and
debated in a way that fulfilled the aims of the afternoon, with links being made between
disparate texts and approaches that demonstrated the value of stepping outside
conventional boundaries. The only caveat to be made was the length of some of the
texts under discussion; possibly disseminating them beforehand would have helped the
audience to a fuller appreciation of these papers.
Finally, Luke Kennard gave a beautifully understated reading of some of his own
poems to finish an afternoon that was memorable and enjoyable in its creation of new
perspectives and connections between apparently unrelated texts.
Thanks are due to Marion Thain, Sarah Parker and Natalie Jones for their
competent organisation of the afternoon, the provision of „poetry packs‟ containing the
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majority of the texts under discussion, and the much-enjoyed food and drink that was
available.

“LATE VICTORIANISM AND MODERNISM:
THE MAKING OF MODERNITY”
KATIE LOWE

The inaugural “Late Victorianism and Modernism: The Making of Modernity”
Symposium was held on 19 May 2010, and was an exciting afternoon of contemporary
research in the often disparate fields of late Victorian and Modernist literature. The
University of Birmingham‟s pioneering research interest in uniting these fields is
supported by the expertise of the English department‟s academic staff, and evidenced by
its M.Phil. (B) course in Literature and Modernity, as well as by the fruitful and varied
research of both past and current Ph.D. students. As the first in the series, this event
invited two very highly respected guest speakers to present their research: John Stokes,
Special Professor of English and Drama at the University of Nottingham, who has
published extensively on the fin-de-siècle, particularly on Oscar Wilde; and Dr David
Bradshaw, Reader, CUF Lecturer and Tutorial Fellow at Worcester College, Oxford,
whose research has included W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot, Aldous Huxley, and Virginia Woolf.
John Stokes‟s paper, “Oscar Wilde‟s „A Note on Some Modern Poets,‟” discussed
Wilde‟s contemporary review of poets, including W.E. Henley and Mary Robinson, both
from a contemporary synchronic perspective and in relation to later critical and
biographical readings of his work. The ambiguous nature of „A Note on Some Modern
Poets‟ and Stokes‟s positioning of it in relation to a variety of fin-de-siècle themes, from
the myth of Marsyas to the presence of dialect in poetry, provided an excellent platform
for discussion. The nature of the review in contemporary London life was of particular
interest in the Q&A session, with its duality of meaning and intention focusing
particularly upon Wilde‟s ambiguous use of the now antiquated word „charming‟ to
describe the poetry of Mary Robinson. Stokes‟s conclusion that the review was replete
with oppositions and contradictions, which would come to characterise the modern,
succinctly proved the goals of the Symposium, which were to demonstrate the
superficial nature of that most overbearing of arbitrary boundaries, the 1900 divide.
On the other side of the boundary, David Bradshaw‟s “„Great Avenues of
Civilization‟: The Victoria Embankment and Piccadilly Circus Underground Station in
the Novels of Virginia Woolf and Chelsea Embankment in Howards End,” dealt with the
political and social ramifications of Woolf and Forster‟s „literary geography‟ in early-
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twentieth-century London. His paper explored the presence of imperial bravura in the
imposing architecture of the Victoria Embankment, and its dissonance with the
suffering and squalor of the dispossessed that would roam the area at night. Similarly,
Woolf‟s contrast in The Waves between the grandeur of the newly opened Piccadilly
Circus Underground Station and its links with the „underworld‟ shows, for Bradshaw,
the ways in which the great landmarks and areas of London always hold a thematic
purpose, no matter how briefly they may appear. The connection between Bradshaw
and Stokes‟ papers, the nature of synchronicity and perceived time in the writing of the
period, was the focus of the discussion following Bradshaw‟s paper, with John Stokes
referring to the largely neglected Victorian writer Alice Meynell‟s intense interest with
moments and pauses, which anticipates in some way Mrs Dalloway‟s preoccupation with
the clock as an oppressive force, along with wider Modernist representations of time.
Following the success of the inaugural event, the next Symposium is expected to
be held in the autumn term, with the series building upon themes and ideas raised in the
first event. The organising committee welcomes suggestions for forthcoming symposia,
and hopes to continue the work now begun in dismantling the critical divide between
these two fascinating and ever-intertwined eras.

“EUROPE: INSIDE OUT”: GRADUATE CENTRE FOR
EUROPE ANNUAL INTERDISCIPLINARY
POSTGRADUATE CONFERENCE 2010
CLARE WATTERS
“Europe: Inside Out,” which took place from 25 to 27 March, was the Fourth Annual
Interdisciplinary Postgraduate Conference of the Graduate Centre for Europe (GCfE).
GCfE is a postgraduate-led, cross-disciplinary initiative, bringing together postgraduate
students with an interest in Europe, from both inside the EU and beyond, aiming to
further scholarly exchange on European questions at the University of Birmingham with
the support of the Colleges of Arts and Law, Life and Environmental Sciences and
Social Sciences. Based on the successful structure of previous GCfE conferences, the
2010 conference programme consisted of an afternoon of skills sessions, a day and a half
of plenary panel sessions, two keynote speeches, as well as the launch of the Birmingham
Journal for Europe.
The conference attracted fifty participants from ten different European
universities, demonstrating the international appeal of the event. Nineteen high-quality
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papers were presented at seven
interdisciplinary
panels.
Particularly pleasing was the
number
of
Birmingham
postgraduates participating, which
confirms the existence of a vibrant
research community at the
University that is bringing multidisciplinary perspectives to bear on
European research. The papers
covered topics ranging from
European music networks to EU law, from representations of the body in European
literature to Europe‟s development policy towards Latin America. Thus, they invariably
presented insightful and detailed, yet accessible perspectives on differing aspects of
European culture, history, society and law. Participants were able to experience
conceptions of Europe which differed greatly from their own research projects and
methods, to defend their own work to specialists and non-specialists alike, and to
expand their knowledge of Europe while contributing to discussions outside their own
immediate field of expertise.
All panels and keynote speeches were chaired by members of the GCfE
Postgraduate Steering Committee, demonstrating both the postgraduate-led nature of
the event and enabling committee members to acquire important new academic and
transferable skills. It also fostered an open, friendly atmosphere for post-paper
discussions, which facilitated stimulating and constructive cross-disciplinary analysis of
papers.
Before the presentation of papers, participants began by easing themselves into
the conference process, networking and gaining useful research and transferable skills,
particularly during the three sessions presented by staff and students of the University of
Birmingham. Professor Frank Lough led a useful session on “Bibliographical Software,”
followed by a talk on “Viva Tips” presented by Dr Nick Martin and Dr Paola Cori, who
provided advice on the viva experience from both the examiner‟s and the student‟s point
of view. The afternoon began with an interactive session on “Running a Postgraduate
Journal” given by the BJLL‟s own General Editors, Cristina Ivanovici and Sarah
Macmillan.
The first day also saw the launch of the GCfE‟s own online journal the Birmingham
Journal for Europe (BJE), edited by Clare Watters and Tara Windsor, the first volume of
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which contains a selection of
articles originally presented at the
2009 GCfE conference “Europe:
A Conference of Paradoxes” and
subsequently
revised
for
publication. Work on the second
volume of the journal, which will
contain proceedings of the 2010
conference, is already underway.
Dr Eleanor Spaventa of
Durham Law School completed
the first day‟s academic events with an accessible and thought-provoking speech on EU
citizenship law, which offered new insights for lawyers and non-lawyers alike. This year
also saw the return of Gisela Stuart, MP for Birmingham Edgbaston, to the GCfE
conference for the fourth consecutive year. Her keynote address, entitled “Greece and
the Euro: Greater Integration or Break-Up” was typically entertaining and provocative,
challenging students‟ assumptions and preconceptions regarding the politics of
contemporary Europe.
The conference, like all of the GCfE‟s successful events this year, was the product
of the great teamwork shown by all members of the Postgraduate Steering Committee
(Clare Watters, Tara Windsor, Judith Allan, Katharina Boehmker, Eleni Christodoulou,
Matthew Frear, James Green, Katherine Meikle, Elena Polydorou Rachel Slater and
Susanne Thuermer). The committee is indebted to the Academic Director of GCfE, Dr
Nicholas Martin, as well as to its administrator, Violet Scott, and also to Dr Oliver
Mason for his invaluable assistance with the creation and preparation of the Birmingham
Journal for Europe.
Preparations for the 2011 GCfE conference, GCfE‟s full programme of seminars,
skills sessions and other events in 2010/11 and for the second volume of the Birmingham
Journal for Europe are already underway.
More information on the Graduate Centre for Europe and its forthcoming events can be found at: www.gcfe.bham.ac.uk
The BJE is available at: www.ejournals.org.uk/BJE
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“WORLDS BUILT OUT OF WORDS”: LITERARY ENVIRONMENTS
ANDREEA RALUCA TOPOR CONSTANTIN

“Worlds Built out of Words: Literary Environments,” held on 28 April 2010, was
organised by a group of enthusiastic M.A. students and professors from the Department
of English at the University of Bristol. The event itself registered their second
achievement, and followed last year‟s postgraduate conference on the fascinating subject
of “Celebrating the Dead: Anniversaries and the Literary Afterlife.”
The conference consisted of three main parts. It began with a plenary session by
Dr Penny Fielding (University of Edinburgh) on “Rivers, Poetry, and the Routes to
Romanticism,” subtly connecting the topic of the conference to the twenty-one
subsequent paper presentations. The seven panels (Literary Landscapes, Questioning
the Nation, Imprint of Place, Writing Outdoors, Poetic Constructions, Imaginary
Worlds, and Natural Spaces) included incredible papers on English, American, classical
Greek and on Canadian literature. The closing plenary was the highlight of the
conference. Alice Oswald, a contemporary award-winning poet, read pieces of her
work, amazing poems on the British landscape, and responded to the participants‟
questions.
The first panel of the afternoon, in which I presented my paper, was a transcontinental literary journey, as delegates moved from American authors such as Willa
Cather and Herman Melville, to Canadian author
Margaret Laurence, to arrive smoothly at
contemporary British author Steven Hall. The talks
specifically examined the ideas of space, place and
writing, which joined the American geography to the
Canadian prairie and to the „un-space‟ of our urban
landscape, respectively.
In the second part of the afternoon, I had to
make a difficult choice between the three
simultaneous events and Panel 2 was the winner of
the day. The three representatives of the University
of Bristol amazed the audience with the connections
that they found between their papers on Vladimir
Nabokov‟s Lolita, Lewis Carroll‟s nonsense writing
and Plato‟s Phaedrus, probably discovering more links
than the organisers had initially thought possible
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when including these papers in the same panel.
During the break and afterwards, many of the speakers in the other panels seemed
quite happy with both the follow-up questions and the feedback received. Numerous
interesting topics and authors drew my attention: nature in Daniel Defoe‟s Caledonia,
Shakespeare‟s Tempest, Orwell‟s fiction, Byron‟s Don Juan, late-Victorian romances, land
and gardens in literature, narratives of place, and the writings of Robert Frost, W.S.
Graham, Gary Snyder, and of Raymond Carver.
As one might expect, the event was a great success. My belief is that the
conference was important on several levels: it was an excellent opportunity for young
researchers to present their current academic interests mainly surrounded by peers, and
not feeling inhibited by the presence of esteemed academics. The conference clearly
served as a meeting point for several „literary environments‟ and, last but not least, it was
an event attended by prospective postgraduates who wanted to feel the pulse of both
university life and to experience the audiences‟ expectations at such events.
Above all, I sincerely admired the organisational skills of these young
postgraduates who managed the task professionally and ensured the high standards of
this conference on literary environments.
Further details can be found online at http://sites.google.com/site/worldsbuiltfromwords/

“TEXT-MINING IN THE DIGITAL HUMANITIES: THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN CONCEPTUAL HISTORY, CRITICAL
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND CORPUS LINGUISTICS”
WANG FANG

On 13 and 14 May 2010 “Text-mining in the digital humanities,” held at the University
of Lancaster, became the first major event to highlight the connection between
Conceptual history, Critical Discourse Analysis and Corpus Linguistics. These are
closely related disciplines and there is huge potential for collaboration between them.
Conceptual history, although heterogeneous, consists of two basic assumptions:
that concepts are used as tools and weapons in political discussions (i.e. political actors
can use value-laden concepts to serve their own political purposes) and that concepts
acquire meanings from their usage in respective historical contexts. Critical Discourse
Analysis also addresses political language analysis: Discourse is taken to refer to
authentic texts used in multi-layered environments to perform social functions.
Analysing discourse is understood as the systematic attempt to identify patterns in text,
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link them to patterns in the context, and vice versa. Doing so critically means unveiling
and challenging assumptions about language and society, as well as recognising discourse
as a potentially powerful agent in social change. Corpus Linguistics aims at finding
patterns of language within large corpora of authentic language data. It developed to
assist language teaching and learning, but the role it can play in discourse analysis has
been widely observed by discourse analysts from numerous disciplines.
The methodological synergy of Corpus Linguistics (CL) and Critical Discourse
Analysis (CDA) has been previously identified by Lancaster-based researchers.
Moreover, the discourse-historical approach in CDA developed by Ruth Wodak
(Lancaster) overlaps with Conceptual History (CH) in its study of the discursive
construction of collective identities which can themselves be seen as concepts, each with
their own history. Thus, this conference and its organisers were well placed to articulate
connections between the three disciplines and offer excellent opportunities for future
interdisciplinary collaborations.
Twenty-four speakers from around fifteen international universities, including
those in the UK, Germany, Austria and China, presented at the conference. The papers
ranged from methodological remarks on project in Conceptual History to the discussion
of the discourse-historical approach in CDA. This included five keynote speakers. Jan
Ifversen from Aarhus University (Denmark) pointed out a series of important linguistic
challenges to conceptual history, including the unclear distinction between referentiality
and context. Michal Krzyzanowski from Lancaster University emphasised the role that
German tradition of history of concepts, or Begriffsgeschichte, has played in diverse
Discourse Historical studies of the last decade. Michaela Mahlberg from the University
of Nottingham summarised the challenges at the interface of corpus linguistics and
historical discourse analysis by providing the example of „popery‟ in seventeenth-century
pamphlet literature; and Gerlinde Mautner from Vienna University, who pioneered the
use of corpus-linguistics techniques in CDA, discussed both the potential synergies to be
gained by combining the two approaches, and also the tensions, challenges, and pitfalls
involved. Hans Erich Bödeker dealt with two further issues: the characteristic traits of
the subject of the history of concepts and the main theoretical problem of a history of
concepts. He concluded that a concept does not have a history: the historiographic
history of concepts ultimately turns out to focus on the usage of distinct concepts by
distinct speakers, in distinct circumstances for precise purposes.
Other papers included discussions of the concepts of democracy, Scottish
independence, excellence and so on, to show how research in CH, CDA and CL can be
combined. Representations of discourse subjects like Islam, militants, the British
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Suffrage movement, and 9/11, among other topics, were examined by speakers using
combined research approaches. Also, some presentations led to a full discussion on the
methodological synergies, such as “Methodological remarks on a transnational project in
conceptual history” given by João Feres, and the project description of Enroller which
aims to enable the conceptual searches in the vast majority of corpora.
In addition, the software development engaging the collaboration of CH, CDA
and CL was also addressed. The development of increasingly sophisticated software
programs, such as Lancaster‟s UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS) and the variant
spelling detector (VARD) opens up exciting new research possibilities for mining the
ever-increasing number of historical texts available in digital form. During the
conference, the software such as Sketch Engine, which allows salient grammatical
patterns to be quickly identified, was introduced by Paul Baker at Lancaster University.
Uffe Jakobsen from the University of Greenland demonstrated how the software tool
“Semaskop” could be operated and introduced the function of collocations for mapping
different usages by different actor types.
This conference provided a unique opportunity for researchers in CH, CDA and
CL to discover how they might benefit from mutual collaboration. At the end of the
conference, discussions for future collaboration were conducted.

MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPT STUDIES IN THE DIGITAL AGE
MARY WARD

This week-long AHRC-funded training course, held from 17 to 22 May 2010, was
organised by the Institute of English Studies. It was a highly intensive course, covering
the making of a manuscript, the manuscripts themselves and then considering the later
history of manuscripts and their translation into digitised format. The latter included
workshops at which students were able to practise the techniques involved, learning the
theory behind the painstaking detail necessary to prepare a document so that it appears
on a computer screen as an accurate representation and also in a fully searchable form.
Every aspect of a manuscript was considered during the early part of the week,
which was based at Cambridge. Dr Peter Stokes of King‟s College London and
Cambridge University, and Dr Hanna Vorholt of the Warburg Institute lectured on the
preparation of the parchment and ink, binding techniques, palaeography, decoration,
codicology, and provenance, while Professor Nicholas Pickwoad of University of the
Arts gave a most informative lecture on how much can be learnt from the binding,
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something that is often not considered in detail when discussing a manuscript. The
afternoons were given over to library visits. In small groups the students were shown
the Parker Library at Corpus Christi College, and the libraries of Trinity and St. John‟s
colleges. In each case, the librarians had carefully selected suitable manuscripts to be
looked at in detail by the students and it was a rare opportunity to see manuscripts at
close quarters, in some cases turn the pages, to discuss them with experts, and to learn at
first hand how to find and use all the information the document can yield.
The course moved to London for the second part of the week, with Dr Gabriel
Bobard and Dr Elena Pierazzo, both of King‟s College London, giving lectures and
workshops on transcribing, editing, cataloguing, and encoding texts and providing
exercises to allow the students to discover for themselves the complexity of the task. Dr
Julia Craig-McFeely of Oxford University then demonstrated the use of digital imaging
and the ways in which it can be used to recover otherwise unreadable passages, or erased
texts. In London too there were library visits, to the Senate House and Wellcome
libraries, again with some interesting manuscripts to be studied with the assistance of
such fine scholars as Professor Michelle Brown of the Institute of English Studies and
Professor David Ganz of King‟s College, London. Dr Tim Bolton of Sotheby‟s gave a
fascinating lecture on the book trade, provenance, and the various clues to be looked for
in terms of price codes, buyers‟ marks and so on, while Simon Tanner of King‟s College
London gave a most instructive and practical lecture on how to develop, plan, and
organise digital manuscript projects.
Places on this course, which only takes twenty students, are highly sought after
and the University of Birmingham was fortunate to be represented by two students this
year, Anna Gottschall and Mary Ward. The course was very well organised and copious
amounts of information were available to students, including the purely practical aspect
of how to get to and from the various venues in London. Any medievalist will find this
course extremely rewarding as well as enormously hard work.
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CONTRIBUTORS
THE BIRMINGHAM JOURNAL OF
LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE
AUTHORS
ALINA CLEJU is a Ph.D. candidate in American and Canadian Studies at the
University of Constance, Germany. Her doctoral thesis is entitled “Negotiating the
Artist: A Study of North American Artist Stories.” She also holds an M.A. in American
Studies and a B.A. in French and English language and literature. She benefited from a
three-month research visit to McMaster University, Canada, and has presented her
research at several international conferences. Her research interests include cultural
studies, gender, short fiction, and American and Canadian studies.
ANDREEA RALUCA TOPOR CONSTANTIN is a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Bucharest, Romania, and between October 2009 and May 2010 she was a
visiting research academic at the University of Birmingham.
Her interest in Canadian literature emerged during the M.A. programme in British
Cultural Studies. In 2008, she published her article, “The Sense of National Canadian
Identity in Margaret Atwood and Hugh MacLennan‟s Works,” and she has several
articles currently in press. She continues to write and present papers on Canadian
literature at academic events. Her research interests include Canadian women‟s writing,
Canadian identity and gender, race, ethnicity and class-related issues in Margaret
Laurence‟s works.
She teaches English for Specific Purposes at the Romanian-American University
and co-authors course books (including Management and Marketing Communication. Practice
File; The 2Ms: English for Management and Marketing; Focus on Business: Introductory Course in
Business English and Communication; English for Law School Students). She is particularly
interested in business English, communication skills and teaching English to adult
learners.
ANNA GOTTSCHALL is writing up her Ph.D. in Medieval English Literature at the
University of Birmingham. Her research is centred on the use of the Pater Noster as a
vehicle for religious teaching in medieval England. She also holds a B.A. in Ancient
History, Archaeology and English, and an M.Phil. in Medieval Studies from the
University of Birmingham. Her broader interests include material culture, pilgrimage,
medieval textual traditions, and manuscript circulation and readership.
She has published various articles, notes and book reviews to date in postgraduate
journals and has presented her research at conferences in England and Northern Ireland.
She is an Editorial Board member of the BJLL and a Specialist Editor for the online
postgraduate journal of archaeology and antiquity Rosetta. She also contributed to the
AHRC-funded Vernon Manuscript Project.
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WANG FANG has completed an M.Phil. in Corpus Linguistics at the University of
Birmingham, and both an M.A. in Applied Linguistics and a B.A. in English Language
and Literature from Henan Normal University (Xinxiang, China). She is currently a
Ph.D. student in the English Department at the University of Birmingham. Her
research interests include corpus linguistics and critical discourse analysis. She has
previously published in the BJLL, The Journal of Honghe University, The Journal of Xinxiang
Teachers’ University, The Journal of Tianzhong and in The Journal of Normal University of Inner
Mongolia.
CORY HAZLEHURST was educated at Saddleworth Secondary School, Oldham and
Greenhead College, Huddersfield. He read Medieval and Modern History at the
University of Birmingham from September 2005 until July 2008. After that, he began a
master‟s thesis under the supervision of Dr Simon Yarrow, also at Birmingham, on the
tenth-century monastic reform in England. This thesis examines miracle narratives for
evidence of different oral cultures and community identity. He has presented his work
at the Hilton Shepherd Annual Symposium and at the CeSMA forum, and is
contemplating a career move into primary teaching.
ALEXIS A. HEIT is an M.Phil./Ph.D. candidate in the School of Education at the
University of Birmingham. She has completed an M.Phil. degree in English Literature at
the Indiana University of Pennsylvania and a Bachelor‟s degree in English from the
Pennsylvania State University in the United States. She is currently researching for her
dissertation entitled “Children‟s Literature and the Influences of Classical Literature.”
Her research interests are in connections between the medieval and Renaissance literary
periods and recent associations with twentieth-century literature. Her previous
publication is a book review of children‟s literature history by Gaby ThomsonWohlgemuth, Translation under State Control: Books for Young People in the German Democratic
Republic in the Birmingham Journal of Literature and Language, II (2009).
JOHN HUDSON has a B.A. in Sociology, an M.Sc. in Management, and an M.A. in
Shakespeare and Theatre. He is interested in Shakespeare‟s thought processes, especially
the use of visual metaphor and inter-textuality. He is working on the applications of
Shakespeare for improving creativity, self-reflection and critical thinking in management
teams, with special reference to the dramaturgy of framing. His previous publications
include a review of a women only production of The Taming of the Shrew in
SHAKESPEARE, 2: 2 (December 2006), and an article, “Amelia Bassano Lanier; A
New Paradigm,” in The Oxfordian, 11 (October 2009).
HEATHER JEFFERY has recently been awarded her M.Phil. (B) in Playwriting for
her thesis play, A Dance for Leningrad. Her note, A British Theatre Conference: Altogether
Now? British Theatre after Multiculturalism, was published in Volume II of BJLL. Heather
trained as a ballet dancer at Bush Davies School and the Royal Academy of Ballet. She
was a ballet teacher and choreographer for twenty-two years. After completing a B.A.
(Hons) in English Literature at Warwick University, Heather wrote and directed two
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dance dramas with dialogue which were produced at the Bridge House Theatre in
Warwick.
LISA KRANZER is currently completing an M.Phil. thesis on “The Influence of
Reformation Pamphlets printed on the continent during the Reign of Henry VIII” in the
Department of English at the University of Birmingham, where she also received her
B.A. in Medieval English and History in 2009. The main focus of her research is the
interaction of literary techniques and political expression as vehicles for cultural
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